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1. We, the Local Government Boundary Commission for England, having carried out our
initial review of the electoral arrangements for the district of North Dorset in
accordance with the requirements of section 63 of, and Schedule 9 to, the Local
Government Act 1972, present our proposals for the future electoral arrangements for
that district.
2. In accordance with the procedure laid down in section 60(l) and (2) of the 1972
Act, notice was given on 31 December 1974 that we were to undertake this review. This
was incorporated in a consultation letter addressed to the North Dorset District
Council, copies of which were circulated to the Dorset County Council, the Member of
Parliament for the constituency concerned, Parish Councils and Parish meetings in the
district and the headquarters of the main political parties. Copies were also sent to
the editors of local newspapers circulating in the area and of the local government
press. Notices inserted in the local press announced the start of the review and
invited comments from members of the public and from interested bodies.
3. North.Dorset District Council were invited to prepare a draft scheme of
representation for our consideration. In doing so, they were asked to observe the
rules laid down in Schedule 11 to the Local Government Act 1972 and the guidelines
which we set out in our Report No.6 about the proposed size of the council and the
proposed number of councillors for each ward. They were asked to take into account
views expressed to them following their consultation with local interests. We
therefore asked that they should publish details of their provisional proposals about
a month before they submitted their draft scheme to us, thus allowing an opportunity
for local comment.
4. In accordance with section 7(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the Council have
exercised an option for whole council elections.
5. On 29 May 1975 North Dorset District Council presented their draft scheme of
representation. The Council proposed to divide the area of the district into 30
wards, each returning 1 or 2 members to form a council of 34 members.

6. We considered the draft scheme together with copies of the correspondence
received by the Council during the preparation of the scheme. The only adverse
commente were from a parish council and a town council. We received no direct
representations.
7. We noted that the Council's draft scheme produced a very uneven standard of
representation in the rural areas of the district, and we examined a number of possible
modifications to it. We came to the conclusion that to achieve' a more even standard
of representation considerable modification would be needed to the pattern on which
parishes were linked to form certain wards. We decided that an alternative scheme,
based on one considered by the council during their consultations could form a
reasonable basis for the future electoral arrangements for the district, in compliance
with the rules in Schedule 11 and our guidelines. We recognised at the time that we
might not have sufficient-information to judge ..the extent to which such an
alternative scheme might be practicable but we concluded that it would be
appropriate to adopt an alternative scheme as our draft proposals arid so provide
a basis for further discussion „
.
Since the scheme on which we based
our alternative proposals did not suggest names for the wards we decided to name
each after the largest parish in the proposed ward. We formulated ourdraft
proposals accordingly.

8. On 13 February 1976 we issued our draft proposals and these were sent to all who
had received our consultation letter or had commented on the Council's draft scheme.
The Council-were asked to make these draft proposals and=the accompanying map, which
defined the proposed ward boundaries, available for inspection at their main offices.
Representations on our draft proposals were invited from those to whom they were
circulated and, by public notices, from other members of the public and interested
bodies. We asked that any comments should reach us by 23 April 1976.'
9. North Dorset District Council raised strong objections to our draft proposals.
considered that local ties would be broken and that the ward names would not be
acceptable to the smaller parishes.

They

10. Several parish councils favoured the retention of the existing arrangements. Thus
Lydlinch Parish Council objected to the proposed Hazelbury Bryan ward on the grounds
that local ties would be severed and that further changes in the electoral arrangements
would incur additional expense. Pifehead Neville Parish Council opposed the inclusion
of their parish in the proposed Okeford Fitzpaine ward and asked to remain with
Hazelbury Bryan because of their close links with that area. Buckthorn Weston and
Kington Magna Parish Council requested that the existing ward of which they were a
2

part should be retained and that the ward should be named 'Bourton1. The Stours
Parish Council objected to the addition of the parishes of Fifehead Magdalen and
Kington Magna to their existing ward. They also objected to the proposed name
•Stour Provost1. Shillingstone Parish Council requested that their parish should
continue to be grouped with the parishes of Child Okeford and Hanford while Iwerne
Courtney and Stepleton Parish Council objected to the inclusion of the parish of
Shillingstone in their ward.
11. Winterborne Stickland Parish Council expressed support for the District Council's
draft scheme. They opposed our proposed Milborne St Andrew ward because they considered
2 member wards to be undesirable in rural areas. They requested that Winterborne
Whitechurch should be added to their ward should it prove essential to propose a
larger ward. Pimperne Parish Council also generally supported the District Council's
draft scheme but took the view that all wards, even those in urban areas, should have
single member representation.
12. Stourpaine Parish Council objected to being linked with the Village ward of
Pimperne parish in our proposed Pimperne Village ward, preferring to be grouped with
the parishes of Durweeton and Bryanston or with the parishes of Iwerne Stepleton and
Iwerne Courtney.

13. Tarrant Monkton and Launceston Parish Council considered that they formed one
community and should not be placed in separate wards. "" Their.submission
included a petition, signed by 57 electors, and a letter of support from the Commandant
of the army camp at Blandford. Ashmore Parish Council objected to the proposed grouping
of their parish with the parishes of Chettle, Farnham, Tarrant Gunville, Tarrant Hinton
and Tarrant Launceston and asked to be included in the Fontmell Magna ward.
14. Spetisbury Parish Council expressed disappointment at the substitution of the name
'Charlton Marshall* for 'Riversdale1. Their request for the name 'Riversdale1 to be
adopted was endorsed by the Member of Parliament for the area.
15.

Hammoon Parish Meeting supported our draft proposals in so far.as they

affected their parish.
16. In view of these comments, we decided that we needed further information, to enable
us to reach a conclusion. Therefore in accordance with section 65(2) of the 1972 Act

Mr R N D Hamilton was appointed an Assistant Commissioner at our request. He was asked
to hold a local meeting and to report to us.
17. The Assistant Commissioner held a meeting at.Blandford Forum.on 20 September 1976.
A copy of his report to us of the meeting is attached at Schedule 1 to this report.
18. In the li£ht of discussion at the meeting and his inspection of the areas concerned
"the Assistant Commissioner recommended that we should make major modifications to our
draft proposals. These modifications involved accepting a number of the ward names.that
were preferred locally to our own, and adoption of some ward boundaries proposed by the
District Council in their draft scheme. He offered alternative recommendations for the
parishes in the Tarrants area. In addition he put forward an alternative scheme .
of his own as a reserve recommendation in case the District Council were unwilling to
make the warding orders required to implaement his primary recommendations. Details of
these recommendations are set out in paragraphs 140 to 147 of Schedule 1 to this report.
19. We reviewed our draft proposals in the light of the comments which we had received
and of the Assistant Commissioner's report. We noted that the primary recommendations
which he had made met the majority of the objections which had been expressed in response
to our draft proposals, whilst achieving an acceptable standard of representation. We
concluded that these recommendations should be accepted. With regard to the Assistant
Commissioner's two recommendations in respect of the Tarrants area, we noted that his
first recommendation :"n favour of two wards, named Pimperne and The Tarrants,
involved the creation of new parish wards, which had not been agreed by the Council
whereas his second recommendation in favour of two wards, named The Lower Tarrants and
Cranborne Chase, was based on the arrangements proposed by the Council in their draft
scheme.

We therefore decided to adopt the second recommendation.

20. We were, however, unable to formulate our final proposals on the basis of modified
draft proposals until the Council had made orders under section 50(4) of the Local
Government Act 1972 to create parish wards which would be compatible with the proposed
district wards. Accordingly we invited the Council to make the appropriate orders.
Following local discussion with a Commissioner the Council agreed to do this.
21. Subsequently the Council requested that the arrangements for the parish-of
Glllingham and"the surrounding area should be reconsidered. We had.proposed the
following groupings, each to provide a single member ward:
_
. .
(a) the parishes of Bourton and Silton with the Milton ward of Gillingham parish;
.
..
.
,
(b) the parishes of Buckthorn Weston and Kington"Magna with the Wyke ward of
Gillingham parish;

(c) Gillineham Town Ward;
(d)

Lodbourne 'ffard;

(e) Ham ward with part of the parish of Mot combe
The Town Council preferred groupings providing -six single member wards:
i
(a) Gillingham Town \vard,
(b)

Lodbourne ward

(c)

tiil ton ward

(d)

Wyke ward

(e)

the parishes of Bourton, Silton, Buckthorn V/eston and Kingston Magna

(f)

Ham v/ard and part of Motcombe parish (as in our proposals).

The Town C o u n c i l ' s scheme r a quired boundary revisions for Gillineham Town, Lodbourne,
and K i l t o n wards, and increased the representation of Gillingham parish by one member.
22.

7fe noted that the pattern of growth in the pariah of Gillinfham was now expected

to be different

from that originally forecast, and that as a rer.ult our modified draft

proposals would involve a less even standard of representation.

Furthermore on the

basis of the revised figures the parish did appear to be e n t i t l e d to an extra
councillor.

The Town Council's a l t e r n a t i v e scheme provided an acceptable standard

of representation and we concluded tlvtt we should f u r t h e r modify our. draft
S'ily to tnke account of the Town Council's sub;r.isr,ion.

23.

The District Council advertised the proposals for the revised wariir.g of Gill in^ham

in the press and invited comments.

KTo adverse comment;? were received and the council

proceeded to make the warding1 orders for Gillingham and other parishes in accordance
with our modified draft proposals. The warding orders 'were made'onll June.1980 and

we have formulated our final proposals accordingly.
24. Details of these final proposals are-set out in. Schedule 2 and 3 to this repprt.
Schedule 2 gives the names of the wards and the number of councillors to be returned
by each. Schedule 3,is a description of the boundaries of the new wards which are
shown on the attached map*
PUBLICATION

.

.. .

25. In accordance with Section 60(5) (b) of the Local Government Act 1972 a copy
of this report and a copy of the map are being sent to North Dorset District Council

and will be available for public inspection at the Council's main offices. Copies
of this report (without the map) are also being sent to those who received the
consultation letter and to those who made comments.

L.S.
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SCHEDULE

REVIEW OF ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
DISTRICT OF iJORTH DORSET
REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
(R.N.D. HAMILTON)

TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMISSION FOR ENGLAND

1.

INTRODUCTION

1. I was appointed by the Secretary of State in accordance with section 65(2)
of the Local Government Act, 1972, as an Assistant Commissioner to hold a local
inquiry or carry out any consultation or investigation with respect to the
review by the Local Government Boundary Commission for England of the electoral
arrangements for the District of North Dorset.
2. The names and addresses of those who attended the meeting and the names of
the bodies or persons whom they represented are set out in the Appendix to this
report.
2.

THE COMMISSION'S DRAFT PROPOSALS

3. On the 31st December, 1974, the Commission invited the North Dorset District
Council to prepare a draft scheme of representation for the district, taking
into account any views expressed to them by local interests, and to submit their
draft scheme to the Commission. On the 29th May, 1975, the District Council
submitted their scheme, providing for 30 wards electing a total of 34 councillors.
The District Council's scheme was dependent on the making by them of warding
orders for 6 parishes; in their letter submitting the scheme the District
Council stated that the Council proposed to make these warding orders "but
this is, of course, conditional upon your approval of the Council's draft
proposals'.'
4.

The Council .desire the system of whole council elections to apply.

5. In considering the District Council's draft scheme the Commission noted that
it gave a very uneven standard of representation in the rural areas and, from a
numerical point of view, found it unacceptable. The Commission accordingly
prepared an alternative scheme, based with a number of amendments on an option
(option 2) which had been prepared by the District Council's officers for local
discussion in the formulation of the District Council's proposals. The
Commission's scheme provides for 28 wards electing a total of 33 councillors.

As the option on which the Commission's scheme was based did not contain
any ward names, the Commission, in the case of the rural wards, followed
their usual practice in these circumstances of naming a ward after its largest
constituent parish.
6. The details of the Commission's draft proposals are set out in the
following Table. Part I of the Table sets out the wards which are identical
in the Commission's and the District Council's proposals except in two
cases
for a difference in name, the District Council's name being shown in italics.
Part II of the Table sets out the wards which differ substantially in the
two proposals; the details of the Commission's proposals are set out in
ordinary type and those of the Council's proposals in italic type. The one
thing that can readily be seen at a glance from Part II is the disparity in
the mathematical entitlement to councillors between the wards in the Council's
proposals as compared with those in the Commission's proposals. The
mathematical entitlement is found by dividing the average number of electors
per ward (in the case of the Commission's proposals 1,001 for 1975 and 1,076
for 1980; in the case of the Council's proposals 972 for 1975 and 1,045 for 1980)
into the ward electorates. The wards marked with an asterisk in the Table are
those which are dependent on the District Council's proposed warding orders.
TABLE
Ward

Councillors

Electorate
'1975
1980

Entitlement
1975
1980

Part I
(The entitlements shown are those in the Commission's proposals)
*Blandford East

2

2,089

2,164

2.09

,

2.01

*Blandford West

2

2,090

.2,188

2.15

2.03

Bryanston (Portman)

1

1,082

1,139

1.08

1.06

Charlton Marshall (Riversdale)

1

1,016

1,125

1.01

1.05

*Gillingham Town

1

1,191

1,211

1.19

1.13

*Lodbourne

1

910

' 1,030

.91

.96

*Motcombe

1

995

1,049

.99

.98

*Shaftesbury Central

1

824

945

.82

.88

*Shaftesbury Christy's

1

913

1,034

.91

.96

*Shaftesbury Grosvenor

1

815

1,040

.81

.97

*Shaftesbury Underbill

1

771

823

.77 .

.77

Part II .
(The entitlements in ordinary type are those in the Commission's draft
proposals for a council of 33, and those in italic type are those in
the Council's draft proposals based on a council of 34)
Cann

1

963

983

.96

.91

Child Okeford

1

940

970

.94

.90

-

2 -

.1 Magna

1

1,015

1,041

1.01

.97

iry Bryan

1

1,108

1,108

1.11

1.03

Marnhull
1

1

1,402

1 ,473

1.40

1.37

Milbor ,e St. Andrew

2

2,017

2,143

2.01

1.99

1

1,005

1,140

1.00

1.06

1

842

1,083

.84

1.01

1,090

1.09

1.01

1,008

.94

.94

*Milton
Okefor 1 Fitzpaine
*Pimper; .e Village

1

1,090

Sh'illi: gstone

1

938

Stalbr dge

2

1,936

2,077

1.93

1.93

Stour : 'rovost

1

1,321

1,362

1.32

1.27

Sturmi ster Newton

2

1,851

2,028

1.85

1.89

Tarran

Gunville

1

871

871

.87

.81

Monk ton

1

1,185

1,185

1.18

1.10

Winter' 'Orne Whitechurch

1

958

991

.96

.92

1

901

1,200

.90

1.12

1

1,409

1,450

1.45

1.42

2

2,246

2,357

2.31

2.25

1

1,036

1,092

1.07

1.04

*Tarran

*Wyke
Abbey
Blacknt re
BourtOi

,

and District

Bulbarrow
•ow

1

734

975

.76

.93

Cranborn
'ne Chase

1

543

543

.56

.52

Hill For
TtS

1

742

777

.76

.74

Hills an
nd Vale

1

Lower Wi
'interborne

1,310

1,364

1.35

1.31

1

902

1,007

.93

.96

Lydden V
vale

1

906

906

.93

.67

Marnhull
1

1

1,477

1,545

1.52

1.45

Wilton

1

469

569

.45

.54

*Pimperne
e

1

641

641

.66

.61

alley

2

2,017

2,194

2.06

2.10

con

1

793

.52

.76

er Tar rants

1

1,439

1.45

1.33

-

793
1,355

The Okefords

1

1,43-9

1,484

1.46

1.42

The Stours

1

988

1,008

1.02

.96

1

664

681

.68

1

659

958

.68

Upper Winterborne

'

*Wyke
3.

.65
'

.92

THE WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS

7. Prior to the meeting I was supplied by the Commission with copies of the
written representations which they had received on their draft proposals
and also with copies of the representations which the District Council had
received on the options which they had circulated for discussion.
8. The principal representation on the Commission's proposals was from
the District Council. They objected "in the strongest possible terms to
those draft proposals". They considered that the Commission had ignored
completely the requirements in paragraph 6 of the Commission's letter of the
31st December, 1974, that regard should be had to any local ties which
would be broken by the fixing of any particular boundary. Indeed, it wasconsidered that the Commission had taken no account whatsoever of strong
local opinion and feelings. The best illustration of the latter point was
the Commission's proposals for the naming of wards. Surely the Commission
must appreciate, the representation continued, that a smaller village in a
ward will strongly object to the ward being named after a larger village
also in the ward. The representation described the local ties broken as ...
consisting of use of the same hall, use of the same school, use of the same
Church or the same Rector, use of the same transport, social and economic
ties, physical ties, e.g., part of the same valley, common Associations and
Bodies, e.g. Women's Institutes etc., and a common Parish Council. More than
half of the Parishes of the District had objected to the Commission's
proposals because some or all of these ties were being ignored or broken.
A particularly bad example was the case of the villages of Tarrant Launceston
and Tarrant Monkton, where the buildings in the two Parishes were physically
one centre and there was a common Parish Council, common Village Hall,
common Church etc. The Commission's proposals ignored the question of local
ties to such a degree that there seemed no point at that stage in dealing in
detail with each case where they were broken. The Council's main
representation, they said,was that no account had been taken of them and
that the Commission must therefore reconsider. The amount of objection and
strength of it were over-whelming, and it could not be argued that this was
unavoidable with any scheme because t&e District Council's proposals were
accepted by all but one Parish. The District Council's representation
concluded by asking the|Commission to reject their own proposals and support
those recommended by the District Council, which took account of local ties
but at the same time had regard to the requirement that the ratio of the
number of local government electors to tHe number of councillors to be
elected should be as nearly as might be the same in every ward. If the
Commission were not prepared ;to accept this representation then the Council
insisted that an Assistant Commissioner be appointed to hold a local meeting
to hear representations so that the full information on the breaking of
local ties and feelings of dissatisfaction and objection were made available
to the Commission.
9. The other written representations on the Commission's proposals were
from parish councils or on behalf of parish meetings. I read these out

to the meeting at the start of the discussion on the particular ward or
wards to which they related, and the details will be found later in the
appropriate paragraphs of this report.

4.

THE DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING

10. There seemed to be a feeling present in some of the written
representations that the Commission had acted in a somewhat arbitrary and
bureaucratic way, sitting as it were in an ivory tower in London without
regard to local circumstances, in rejecting many of the District Council's
proposals and substituting their own and in producing a new set of ward
names by reference to the name of the largest parish in a ward. In the
hope that I!might be able to allay some of this feeling at the outset I
thought it well in opening the meeting to explain briefly what lay behind
the Commission's thinking as follows :(1) The Act (Sched 11 para. 3) lays
the number of electors to the number
be, as nearly as may be, the same in
subject to this, regard shall be had
broken.

down a principle that the ratio of
of councillors to be elected shall
every ward of the district, and,
to any local ties which would be

(2) The Commission felt that the District Council's draft scheme gave a
very uneven standard of representation in the rural areas (perhaps not a
surprise to the District Council in the light of the terms of their
circular letter to parishes of the 30th April 1975,announcing
the adoption, of their draft scheme and acknowledging that in it there
were quite wide differences in the number of electorate for each Councillor,
and that therefore the Commission would question it).
(3) The Commission had looked at the four options which had been before the
District Council and the parishes and decided to draw up their alternative
scheme using in general the urban wards proposed by the District Council
but basing the others, with amendments, on the 2nd option, so using as a
base a locally prepared option which seemed to them to have received the
greatest amount of local support, or the least amount of opposition, albeit
ultimately rejected locally.
(4) No names were suggested in the 2nd option and, as a result, the
Commission followed their usual practice in these circunstances of naming
a ward after its largest constituent parish. There was no reason, however,
why suitable alternative names should not be adopted, and I did not think
I should need much convincing, for example that Riversdale was a better
name than Charlton Marshall if that were the local wish.
11. I then said that I thought it would be most convenient to deal first
with any representations on matters of general principle and thereafter to
deal with the representations which had been received in the following
groups and order :A.

The representation from the Spetisbury Parish Council relating to the
name only of the Charlton Marshall ward.

B.

The representation from the Ashmore Parish Council relating to the
Tarrant Gunville ward and that from the Tarrant Monkton and Launceston
Parish Council relating to the Tarrant Gunville and Tarrant Monkton wards

C.

The representation from the Pimperne Parish Council as to the Blandford
East and West Wards and from the Stourpaine Parish Council relating to
the Pimperne Village ward.

D.

The representation from the Hammocn Parish Meeting relating to the
Child Okeford ward and the representation from the Iwerne Courtney
and Stepleton Parish Council and the Shillingstone Parish Council
relating to the Shillingstone ward.

E.

The representation from the Winterborne Stickland Local Council
relating to the Milborne St. Andrew and Winterborne Whitechurch wards.

F.

The representation from
the Hazelbury Bryan and
of the Fifehead Neville
Fitzpaine and Hazelbury

G.

The representation from the Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna Parish
Council relating to the Stour Provost, Wyke and Milton wards and
that from the Stburs Parish Council relating to the Stour Provost ward
and the Marnhull, Wyke and Milton wards.

the Lydlinch Parish Council relating to
Stalbridge wards and that from the Chairman
Parish Meeting relating to the Okeford
Bryan wards.

I mentioned that in addition I should want to discuss the question of ward
names, parish warding and the odd shape of the Commission's proposed Cann ward.
This proposed order of business was generally accepted, though the discussion
was not kept in quite such watertight compartments as it would indicate
because, for example, groups B, C and D related to a chain of parishes
which also needed consideration as a whole.
12. I then first heard the general opening/representations of the North Dorset
District Council submitted by Mr. J.L Guest, LL.B., their Chief Executive,
followed by Mrs. M.E. Cossins of Tarrant Rawston, the Chairman of the District
Council, and Major R.W. Humphreys of Tarrant Gunville, the Vice-Chairman of
the Council,
13. Mr. Guest first outlined the history, starting by saying that the
present wards had been drawn in 1972 prior to re-organisation and were so
drawn that the various rural areas were self-contained. Next came the
Commission's letter of the 31st December, 1974. The District Council had
taken this very seriously and noted carefully all its points and especially
the request for the widest possible consultation by public notice and the
notification of interested bodies and that the District Council should
ensure their decisions were taken in the light of everybody's opinion. Each
member of the District Council was interviewed by one of th,e Council's officers
and the officers drew up a number of alternatives, at this stage 6 or 7 in
number. The Council looked at the alternatives, saw there were problems and
thought the best way of resolving them was to have meetings with the parishes.
They found, as a result, no way of substantially altering the present electoral
arrangements. There were strong ties between some parishes and wide differences
between others. One could not in these circumstances easily create new
wards. And the District Council came up with a decision to remain more or
less the same. Changes were, however, recommended in wards near towns,
e.g., putting part of Gillingham in Motcombe ward and including a small part
of Motcombe ward in Shaftesbury. Then in the Blandford area where part of the
built-up centre was outside the town they put the part of Piuperne Parish
concerned in the town ward. In short the District Council had suggested
changes where possible and necessary. A lot of time and effort had been spent
during the difficult re-organisation period. The District Council had then
submitted their case to the Commission with supporting evidence suggesting
an increase of 3 district councillors to meet the problems and this had the
advantage of bringing down the average electorate per councillor and so
bringing sparsely populated areas nearer the average.

14. On the 13th February, 1976, Mr. Guest continued, the Commission made
their proposals, differing mainly in the more rural areas. In particular
the Commission had made changes to increase the electorate in Tarrant
Gunville, Chettle and Tarrant Hinton by adding on two other parishes; this
had been included in one of the officers' options but had been rejected in
the light of Ixetters from the Parish Councils. Changes had been made in
the wards adjoining Gillingham, and in particular one ward was totally
abolished (giving 33 councillors against the District Council's 34). The
alteration of the Milton and Wyke wards made problems, the present
arrangements of villages worked well, but the villages Joined by the Commission's
proposals had not worked together. Another major change was in the south
where there was a single 2 member ward proposed running from Milborne St. Andrew
to Turnworth and Winterborne Stickland. Two member wards in town areas were
quite normal but were to be avoided like the plague in rural wards. It was
difficult enough in a sparsely populated area to serve one ward let alone two
wards. Local ties were broken at Winterborne Clenston . Then there were
changes at Shillingstone, Stourpaine and Pimperne. The changes suggested by
the Commission were really major changes, and the point had to be made that the
Commission's proposals totally and completely ignored local ties. The Commission
had based their proposals on one of the options rejected by the District Council.
When these options were drawn up, they were drawn up for finding out what the
problems were, the problems had been found out and the options rejected; they
broke local ties. The point about breaking local ties was very clear indeed.
15. It had clearly been the objective of the Commission, Mr.•Guest said, to get
nearer the average electorate. The District Council's proposals had as the
greatest deviation from the average 502, whereas the Commission's proposals had 396.
Was i: the Commission's so much better that it justified these sorts of sweeping
consequences ? A difference of just 100.
For the most part the differences
from the average were relatively the same. The Commission had been unable to
bring down Marnhull (I. pointed out here that the Commission had brought down
Marnhull by transferring Fifehead Magdalen, one of the matters in dispute, and
Mr. Guest accepted this as a fact). The Commission had failed to comply with one
of the rules in the Act, namely that they must have regard to local ties. The
Act did say that this was subject to the preceding rule as to the ratio of the
number of local government electors to councillors being as nearly as may be the
same in every ward. The wording was somewhat vague; the ratio rule was governed
by the words "as nearly as may be"; it was a question of how you interpreted
these words. The interpretation, he submitted, should be "as.nearly as may be
having regard to local ties". The Commission's warding arrangements were not
in accordance with the Act, and, even if they were, they were not justified by
the marginal gains made. As to names, Mr. Guest said that the ward names given
by the Commission showed a disregard of local circumstances. As to ties and
affiliations between parishes, parishes were for some purposes part of one
community, sharing a parish council, village hall and vicar. The splitting of
communities by the Commission's proposals was totally unacceptable. The
Commission must reject their own proposals and accept those of the District
Council, which had been accepted by all parish councils or at least not
objected to by them.
16. Mrs. M.E. Cossins, the Chairman of the District Council, said that she
would like to assure me that the decision of her Council to oppose the Commission's
proposals had only been taken after prolonged and careful consideration, not only
among themselves but after consultation with the parish councils concerned. It
was only just 3 years after 5 local authorities (Blandford and Shaftesbury
Municipal Boroughs and Blandford, Shaftesbury and Sturminster Newton Rural
District Councils) had been amalgamated as part of local government re-organisation
to form the new District Council, and this had been a major upheaval for the
parishes. There had been problems in the 3 years, but because the warding had been
carefully considered in 1972 by the old authorities the problems had been kept to a

minimum, so that the villages had settled down and any change now could only
be very damaging. The Commission's proposal for yet another change purely on
grounds of statistics was totally unacceptable. They were living people and
not Just statistics. Mr. Uuest had mentioned that the proposals would mean
the severance of villages quite often closely linked by long standing loyalties
and sharing facilities. It was quite unreasonable to make changes.
17. Major R.W. Humphreys, the Vice-Cbairman of the District Council, said that
the two previous speakers had spoken extremely well. As we all knew these days
a lot of ideas came out from Whitehall. But all that really mattered about our
society was that it made sense and worked. Just to send out ideas and schemes
that neither made sense nor worked was just nonsense. It was a source of
amazement to him that anyone could sit in London and get out a scheme such as
this and think it was acceptable to the local people. The biggest reason for
objection was that the only thing which seemed to concern the Commission was
statistics or numbers. The whole way of life of Ashmore was with Fontmell
Magna while the Commission put it in Tarrant Gunvilie. Why should some
bureaucratic clerk in London take away the way of life ? The District had
spent a tremendous amount of time and money and scratching about at the grass
roots in putting their proposals up and rejecting those of the Commission. How
could anyone think that one or two or three people sitting in London knew
better, not just in this sort of thing but in everything.
18. The District Council/genuinely tried, Major Humphreys said, to see whether
they could get the numbers more even, but it was not practicable. When it all
went back to London one would think people would say - we must agree, we see
about ties, and this makes sense. They sent up a unanimous proposal telling
the Commission they wanted to stay as they were. He could not believe his ears,
bearing in mind the time taken in setting up an inquiry, putting parishes at
loggerheads and the injury done, when he heard that, despite the proposals
being unanimous and everyone happy, the Commission were going to tell them that
they could'nt be happy. Why should they say if everyone is happy they must
be unhappy ? He felt very hot under the collar and hoped I would accept what
the District Council said. They were a pig-headed lot and did not take things
easily. They wanted to get what they wanted. He hoped I would go to the areas
where everyone was agreed and happy and that I was not going to say that they
could not be.
19. Mr. H.R. White, Pimperne Parish Councillor but speaking at this stage
for the local Labour Party, said that the councillors might be of one accord
but the whole population might not be. He wished to put forward two principles :(1)

We are planning for the future not the past.

(2) There should not be dual wards in rural areas. They understood that in
re-warding one of the things that was going to occur was that only under
very exceptional circumstances in rural areas were there going to be two
members to a ward. They saw no advantage at all in two member wards in .
urban or rural areas. In the case of Blandford it should not be
beyond the realms of the Commission to divide it into four wards.
20. Dr. David H. Davies, Blandford Town Mayor speaking for Blandford Town Council,
said that they had accepted the proposals put forward by the District Council but
they wished a logical and pragmatic change to be made by extending the western
boundary of Blandford up. to the River Stour to include three fields at present
in Bryanston Parish. Mr. Guest, for the District Council, said that he would not
think that the District Council would in any way object to this suggestion if
acceptable to Bryanston, but there was a technical snag since there was an
electorate of only very few in the area and putting these fields in a separate
ward of Bryanston Parish to allow them to be included in a Blandford ward for
district electoral purposes would result in a parish councillor being elected

for Bryanston for this ward by only, say, 12 people. Mr. J.P.L Tory, a
Bryanston Parish Councillor, said that these fields were not really part of
Bryanston nor were the people there part of Bryanston Parish. The fields
were only in Bryanston because they were part of Lord Portman's deer park. It
would not upset the Parish Council to have another councillor.
21. In his letter of the 29th May, 1975, submitting the District Council's
proposals to the Commission the Chief Executive wrote "I confirm that the
District Council propose to make Warding Orders for the Parishes of Langton Long
Blandford, Pimperne and Blandford Forum and Shaftesbury, Motcombe and Gillingham,
but this is, of course, conditional upon your approval of the Council's draft
proposals" (see also paragraph 3 of this report). This wording left me in some
doubt as to whether the proposal to make the warding orders was conditional
only on acceptance by the Commission of the dividing boundaries which
would be the subject of the warding orders, as is the fact, or on acceptance
of the District Council's proposals generally. I accordingly enquired of the
District Council's representatives as to what was meant. Neither Mr. Guest
nor Mrs. Cossins were able to assure me that the warding orders would be made
if the Commission failed to accept the District Council's proposals as a whole.
22. Lt. Commander L.A. Forbes, Shillingstone Parish Councillor, said that he
wished to raise a question of principle relating to geographical conditions.
Shillingstone was now a district unit with Child Okeford and Hanford, a compact
area and one could walk easily between the three parishes. The Commission's
proposed change would put Shillingstone with Iwerne Courtney and Stepleton, a
long way away and one could not see them. As a matter of principle neighbouring
parishes which were grouped in a ward should be conscious of each other and
regard had to the very strong feelings of locality and geography.
Mr. W.H. Gibson Fleming, Vice-Chairman of Iwerne Courtney and Stepleton Parish
Council, said that as Commander Forbes had brought up the grouping of
Iwerne Courtney and Stepleton he wished to speak on the question of principle
under the Commission's proposals of their being grouped with parishes miles
away, out of sight, separated geographically and topographically by a hill 608 feet
high and separated by the River Stour. To travel from Iwerne Courtney to
Shillingstone one either had to go on foot across country and wade the river
or through the Parish of Child Okeford and the journey was 5 miles. In addition
there was no traditional affinity between Shillingstone and Iwerne Courtney,
but there was with Stourpaine or Iwerne Minster.
23. This concluded the opening discussion of principles, and I then proceeded
to the detailed discussion in the order mentioned in paragraph 11 of this report.
A.

Charlton Marshall Ward

24. The written representation submitted to the Commission from the Spetisbury
Parish Council expressed great disappointment at the dropping of the name
"Riversdale" for the ward comprising the villages of Charlton Marshall and
Spetisbury. While it would appear that the Commission had been at some trouble
to ensure that existing boundaries should be respected , it would seem that little
or no value had been placed on names. Rural communities such as theirs might
seem to be of little significance when viewed in London, but on the spot they were
made up of law-abiding citizens who were greatly disturbed when threatened with
any loss of identity. Was it not possible for the Commission to carrwbut its work
of reviewing the electoral arrangements yet paying reasonable respect to the
sensibilities of individual villages ? The Council in all sincerity begged the
Commission to reconsider the naming of wards so that villages, many with long
histories, might not feel themselves crushed by modern administrative machinery.
25. The Parish Council's representation was supported by a letter to the
Commission from Mr. David James, Member of Parliament, of Child Okeford.

Mr. James wrote that he would like to place on record his total support for
what the Parish Council had written, since one only had to live in a rural
district to realise what immense importance one attached to local place-names
and usages.
26. At the meeting Mr. 5.W. tlannam, Chairman of the Spetisbury Parish Council,
said that they objected to the naming of the ward, though they had no objection
to the boundaries. They did feel that to call the ward Charlton Marshall
would lose them some of their identity. They did wish the individuality of the
village to be retained as long as possible. The name Riversdale was
acceptable, and they were happy to accept it.
B.

Tarrant Gunville and Tarrant Monkton Wards

27. Written representations were submitted to the Commission from the
Ashmore Parish Council and from the Tarrant Monkton and Launceston Parish
Council.
28. The representation from the Ashmore Parish Council said they had
received with extreme displeasure the draft proposals linking them with
Chettle, Farnham and the Tarrants, all villages with which they had nothing
in common and, with the possible exception of Tarrant Gunville, some miles
distant. They had never looked toward this area for any of their
administration. They had asked in 1975 to continue with the Fontme11 Magna
Group because they shared a primary school and a vicar and had always
participated in village activities with the other parishes within this Group.
Unlike the villages in the Tarrant Group, they were within 4 miles of all of
these parishes. As their voting register was less than 120, it would surely
not upset the "balance of power" if they were to continue in the Fontraell Magna
Ward. They therefore asked the Commission to reconsider the allocation with
which they as a village heartily disapproved.
29. The written representation from the Tarrant Monkton and Launceston
Parish Council formally objected to the Commission's proposals, enclosed
copy of a letter of objection which they had sent to the District Council,
dated the 5th April, 1975, on the options at that time under consideration by
the District Council, and set out four further reasons to support their
objection. (All the four options before the District Council showed a ward
boundary dividing the two parishes from each other in the same way as the
Commission's proposal). The letter of the 5th April, 1975, stated that at
the public half-hour immediately before the Parish Council meeting on the
4th April, 1975, 37 electors had been present (24 from Tarrant Monkton and 13
from Tarrant Launceston) and they unanimously resolved "That this meeting
of Electorate from the Parishes of Tarrant Monkton and Launceston
consider the Draft Proposals before the North Dorset District Council for the
Review of Electoral Arrangements within that District are completely unacceptable
to them as these Proposals provide for each of the Villages to be in separate
District Council Wards whereas the Villages are contiguous and form one
Community"./ Additionally 7 Electorate in Tarrant Launceston expressed their
objection by proxy. At the subsequent Parish Council meeting all councillors
firmly endorsed this resolution. It was considered, the letter continued,
that undue emphasis had been placed on Rule (a) Paragraph (2) Schedule 11
of the Local Government Act, 1972, with little or no consideration to (3)(b) of
that Schedule.
The letter of 1975 further said that in formulating it's very
determined objection to the proposals, the Parish Council took into
consideration (1) Within the framework of existing parish boundaries in sparsely
populated rural areas rigid application of rule 2(a) was completely
impracticable and the rule must be tempered by a plus or minus factor ranging
up to about 25 having regard to existing and projected physical circumstances;
(2) the electorate was unrealistically swollen by the number of electorate
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in the residential part of the Military Camp, which was constantly changing
both in individuals and numbers, and should therefore be Ignored in whole
or in part in the review; (3) the two villages formed one community, the
common parish boundary being built up to on both sides. They shared the same
Church, village hall, shop and public house and had common problems. The two
villages also formed one ecclesiastical parish; (4) the residential area
within the Military Camp was equally one community, this being strongly voiced
by the parish councillors representing the Camp; (5) the proposal could
have a detrimental effect on the present grouping of the two Parishes in
the subsequent review of parish electoral arrangements whereas the existing
grouping had been working very smoothly and to the satisfaction of both Parishes.
The four further reasons in support of the objection which were set out
in the Parish Council's written representation to the Commission are (1) while
it was admitted that there was a case statistically:fp_r the Commission's
proposals, there would appear to be little, if any, other gjLo.unds in support,
and the Commission had placed insufficient weight on the human element involved.
Two closely knit communities were concerned, both of which were separated
each down the middle only by a common parish boundary fixed centuries ago which
bore no relationship to physical conditions on the ground; (2) the
residential population in the Military Camp consisted in the main of Service
men and their wives and families who by virtue of service conditions were
transient and, living as they did on and in Ministry of Defence property, were
little affected by or interested in the benefits of local government affairs.
Their main interest electorally was in central government, and this was the
opnion of the two Parish Councillors representing the Camp Wards both of
whom are ex-officers who have been closely associated with the Camp over a
considerable number of years and have in fact resided therein. It was on
these grounds that item (2) of the letter of 1975 (see above) was based.
This could arguably justify an imbalance between a ward with the Camp in it
and another. The present number of electorate in the Camp wards was 737;
(3) the feeling against the proposals locally were extremely strong and
in support of this statement the representation enclosed a petition signed by
every person on the current electoral roll for the Parish of Tarrant Launceston
Village ward, namely 57 signatures. The representation also enclosed a letter
from the Commandant of the Military Camp stating that he believed it would be
wrong to alter the existing boundaries in such a way that the Camp was split
electorally, and the Camp's best interests were served by being in one parish
and one district ward; to split the Camp would not serve their purposes
and could because of their comparatively high population have a disproportionately
large effect on the composition of councils; because the separation of Tarrants
Monkton and Launceston affected the Camp he most strongly supported the
proposal that the two villages should not be separated; (4) the fourth
further reason in the Parish Council's representation was that in an urban area
it mattered little whether a ward boundary was drawn through the centre of
one street in preference to another for the sake of numerical uniformity whereas
the drawing of such a line in rural areas unless selected with care and
intimate local knowledge could sever existing and long standing loyalties, and
in their Grouped Parish these loyalties were inward looking across the .
contiguous joint Parish boundary and not outward. The Parish Council's
reprsentation concluded by asking, if the Commission felt unable to modify
their proposals, for an opportunity to submit verbal representations and for a
site inspection.
30. At the meeting Major P.P. Stoop', the Chairman of the Ashmore Parish Council,
said that I had heard from the Tarrant Gunville reprsentative (Major R.W Humphreys,
see paragraphs 17 and 18 of this report) in support of adhering to the District
Council's proposals, and tomorrow when I toured the area I would be unable to get
from the Tarrants to Ashmore without travelling 10 miles from the centre of the
Tarrants, and it was 7j miles by road to Tarrant Gunville. Fontmell Magna to
Ashmore was under 4 miles by road, a comparatively easy journey. The 120
electors of Ashmore were not going to make the work of a district councillor
more arduous or easier; most of the work was trying to sort out red tape froin
Whitehall. There was a close affinity with the Fontmell Magna area; the
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children went to the primary school in Fontraell Magna, they shared a Rector
and all their social gatherings tended to be in that direction because of the
nature of the village. Mrs. R.B. Millard said that she was the District
Councillor for Ashmore and Fontme11 Magna, and Fontme11 Magna felt their ties
were with Ashmore as strongly as Astuaore did. Mr. F. Hewkinst Fontmell Magna
Parish Councillor and member of the Parochial Church Council, supported the
two previous speakers. There was very very close connection with Ashmore in
parochial and social activities
31. Brigadier J.N. Hanmer, Chairman of Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Launceston
Parish Council, said Blandford Camp was split in two, half to Monkton and
half to Launceston. One must take the human element and personality of
villages or hamlets into account. Leaving out the Camp the Launceston
electorate was 57 and Monkton 96 while the Camp electorate was 590 in Monkton
and 148 in Launceston. None of these people in the Camp voted. If the Camp
electorate were disregarded, the electorate of the District Council's two
proposed wards would be 650 and 543 respectively and those of the Commission's
two proposed wards 593 and 600 respectively, instead of 1,388 and 543.
The two villages shared the same Church, Vicar and shop. Launceston wanted
to stay with Monkton. It was of paramount importance not to divide Monkton
and Launceston.
32. I put forward as possibilities on which I would like to hear views
(a) the possibility of putting the Commission's two wards together as a
two member ward with or without Ashmore, and (b) a Tarrant Gunville Ward less
Ashmore but including Pimperne village. Brigadier Hanmer said it would be a
great mistake to put the two wards together. Mrs. Cossins said that putting
the wards together would mean a distance of 14 miles from north to south, and
the two councillors might come from the same village. She could not commit
herself to expressing a preference as between the Commission's proposals and (a)
Mr. Guest said that the District Council did consider the possibility of
including Tarrant Gunville in Pimperne Village but Tarrant Gunville were
completely opposed to it. (I was not clear from the letter from the Tarrant
Gunville Parish Council dated 28th April, 1975, expressing this opposition
whether i.t was based on going in with the whole of Pimperne Parish including
the urban part proposed to be included in a Blandford ward or to going in
with Pinperne village itself and enquired of Mr. Guest) Mr. Guest said it
was clear that Tarrant Gunville were opposed to going in with the Pimperne
village area, but it was not clear how the matter had been discussed at the
Parish Council. While Pimperne might become more like a village if it lost
the urban part to a Blandford ward it would be different altogether from
Tarrant Gunville.
33. Mr. H.R. White, Pimperne Parish Councillor (see also paragraph 19 of
this report), said that he failed to see any communication routes between
Blandford Camp and the Tarrant country; one could not get into the coutry
from the Camp except on a bicycle. But a road from the Camp led down to
Pimperne. Pimperne had a great affinity to the Camp, not only in relation to
military personnel but civilian personnel. While the Commission had allied
Pimperne with Stourpaine, the Camp was less than half a mile away. Pimperne
asked to be joined with the Camp. Mr. Guest said that the District Council
had not debated the warding of the Parishes which would be required for
joining Blandford Camp and Pimperne. The District Council would have to
think, very carefully because the present arrangements had worked well in
practice for a long time. The Camp had a large moving population which was
difficult to fit in. AJr. Roy Adam, Clerk of Pimperne Parish Council for 24 years
and Parish Councillor for 8, said that he wished to address me because
Pimperne's strong affinity was to Blandford Camp. There were 70 or 80
families serving on the Camp or working there, and there was a direct road
from the Camp to Pimperne. There was no affinity to Stourpaine whatever.
The District Council had told Pimperne that they would have their own
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councillor. The people who lived in the south part of Pimperne Parish
expected to be included in the Borough of Blandford Forum, which the Parish
considered to be right and proper. They had every possible objection to
being joined with Tarrant Gunville. Mr. Guest said that the population of
Pimperne village was 641, while that for the other four villages of Tarrant
Gunville, Tarrant Hinton, Farnham and Chettle was 543, so that the weight of
the electorate would be in Pimperne; this would work only if there had been
a long association. If Pimperne went with the Camp the electorate of the
Lower Tarrants would be reduced to 650. Major A.W. Stewart, a retired
officer employed in Blandford Camp and Parish Councillor of Tarrant Honkton .
and Launceston, said that as a member of the Camp he was flattered that they
were being bid for. The Camp as such was not composed of individual
ratepayers and the inhabitants had little interest in local government. Such
affiliations as they had had , had been with Tarrant Monkton and Launceston,
and they would not like to see them altered.y % If I should come to Tarrant
Monkton and Launceston tomorrow I should find it difficult to know where I was;
it was all one village.
34. Mrs. J. Strange, Vice-Chairman of Tarrant Monkton and Launceston Parish
Council, said that they were one community and that was why they had a
grouped parish council. She had lived there for 34 years. Properties
in Tarrant Launceston were facing Tarrant Monkton on the opposite side of
the road.. The grouped Parish Council had been in existence for 2 years.
Brigadier Hanmer said that 3 or 4 years ago they had no parish council;
there was an open meeting in the village hall and it was the wish of the
people who attended to have a parish council.
C.

Pimperne Village Ward and Parish

35. Written representations were submitted to the Commission from
Pimperne Parish Council and Stourpaine Parish Council.
36. The representation from the Pimperne Parish Council said that they
thought that the District Council's recommendations were in most instances
better than the Commission's, but they did differ in that they thought all
wards should be single representation, i.e., that there should be no two
councillor wards like Blandford East and West Wards. In the view of the
Parish Council Damory Down would soon be large enough to be a ward on its
own and not part of Blandford West, and the Larksmead area could possibly be
large enough to be a ward of its own and not part of Blandford East.
37. The representation from the Stourpaine Parish Council said that the
Commission's proposals to join Stourpaine with Pimperne showed a complete
disregard as to the lack of affinity existing between the two and the
topographical features separating the two Parishes. Although the boundary
was common in one place the actual villages were some four miles apart.
Further, during winter months the connecting road, which was one of the
worst in Dorset for icing and snow conditions, was completely impassable and
any journey to Pimperne must be done by travelling via Blandford, i.e. 6 - 7
miles and passing through the proposed Blandford Town Wards. They could only
conclude that this was a foolish decision made by someone attempting to draw
a neat line on a map. They wished to be Joined with Durweston and Bryanston
only. Alternatively, leave the situation as it is now, i.e. with
Shroton as proposed by the District Council.
38. At the meeting Miss M.E. Davis, District Councillor for Pimperne, said
that she considered that although Pimperne would be losing a large proportion
of its electorate to Blandford the part remaining should be quite separate from
Stourpaine and Tarrant Gunville and other villages, and if possible Pimpexoe
village itself should continue as one ward. The Commission's proposal was not
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breaking ties but making matters impracticable.
39. Mr. Guest, for the District Council,'said that they wished to propose
an alteration to the ward boundary between their proposed Pimperne Ward and
Blandford West Ward. The alteration was displayed on a plan submitted to the
meeting. The alteration would, he said,have the effect of taking an area
of farmland out of the Blandford ward and leaving it in Pimperne Ward. The
electorate in the area thus proposed for transfer was about 20. There were
no proposals for future development in such area. (Note: The plan showed.
that the ward boundary instead of running north along Shaftesbury Lane
from the entrance to Camp Down Farm would run roughly south-west down Tinpot
Lane and past the north side of the Milldown to the Borough boundary).
Mr. H.R. White, Pimperne Parish Councillor, said that if the northern boundary
line was not final the logical line would be the line of the proposed bypass;
it was not practical at present but should be borne in mind for the northern
boundary of the Blandford ward. He hoped enough land had been left for reasonable
development, and the alteration would be acceptable to him personally.
Mr. Guest said that the Blandford Town Council agreed with the proposal, and
Mr. H.J. Couzens, Town Clerk of Blandford, confirmed this, and in addition wished
for the transfer to Blandford which Dr. Davies had mentioned (see paragraph 20
of this report).
40. The Pimperne representatives were not able to submit to me detailed
boundaries of the four single-member wards for which they were asking nor
the details of the electorates involved. Mr. Guest said that Pimperne's letter
to the Commission was making new suggestions, and the District Council had
not worked out the implications of it, though it might be that they could
support Pimperne. Mrs. Cossins, Chairman of the District Council, said that
until there had been a town boundary change and its effect on the wards could
be seen it was difficult to sort out single-member wards. Mr. H.J. Couzens,
Town Clerk, said that the Town Council agreed with the District Council's
proposals; it was unfortunate that the question of representation had come
up before that of the council boundaries.
41. Mr. I Cooper, Clerk of the Stourpaine Parish Council, said that he
represented not only the Parish Council but 260 electors who took the trouble
to attend a special meeting devoted entirely to this subject - a terrific
demonstration of the dis-satisfaction felt by all residents in the Commission's
proposals. The Commission's proposals were defined by someone in London armed
with a map and population statistics without any knowledge whatsoever of the
areas concerned. Indeed the proposals showed an almost paranoid pre-occupation
with population on the grounds of electoral equality.
There were, continued
Mr. Cooper, no social community of interest or other affinities linking
Stourpaine and Pimperne. Stourpaine was in a valley area separated from
Pimperne by 4 miles of road (2nd class) and the topography of high ground
and no public transport resulted in no communication between the two. Indeed,
when there was even a slight frost the road referred to was invariably the first
in the area to become affected so that in the unlikely event of someone
wishing to go to Pimperne they would first of all travel from Stourpaine to the
town of Blandford and thence to Pimperne - a Cook's tour. They supported the
proposals of the District Council in their entirety. So far as Stourpaine
were concerned these represented the most reasonable solution and this they
submitted should be the prime purpose of my sitting there today. The links
between Shroton, Stepleton and Stourpaine were as reasonable as one could £,et
and Stourpaine were at least from the same "neck of the woods" Joined by a good
bus service on the same road. Stourpaine had links with Iwerne Stepleton, whose
children came to the Stourpaine village school and whose people also came
for shopping. Shroton had community arrangements and shops. Stourpaine,
Iwerne Stepleton and Shroton were in one valley. Mr. D. Henshaw, District
Councillor for Stourpaine, said that his views agreed with those of the last
speaker.
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D.

Child Okeford and Shillingstone Wards

42. Written representations were submitted to the Commission from the
Hamiaoon Parish Meeting, from the Iwerne Courtney and Stepleton Parish
Council and from the Shillingsotne Parish Council.
43. The representation from the Hammoon Parish meeting said that they were
in agreement with the proposals as laid out concerning its own Parish
arrangements.
44. The representation from the Iwerne Courtney and Stepleton Parish Council
said that when the Commission's original letter of the 31st December, 1974,
(see paragraph 3 of this report)^ was received a number of proposals affecting
the Parish were considered. The Council were entirely opposed to the grouping
of Shillingstone, Hanford, Shroton (the name in local use for Iwerne Courtney)
and Iwerne Stepleton on the grounds that Shillingstone had no common traffic
boundary with the remainder of the area, it being necessary to pass through
another ward for road contact between Shillingstone and Shroton, a distance
of 5 miles. The area was geographically divided by Hambledon Hill and the
River Stour, and Shillingstone was more urbanised and industrialised than the
rest of the area. The Parish Council understood that this view was endorsed
by the District Council and was contained in the proposals submitted by them
to the Commission.
The Parish Council were surprised and disappointed to
find that the Commission's proposal was the very one that both they and the
District Council considered to be entirely unsuitable and the Council sent
their strongest objection to this proposal and trusted they would reconsider it
and retain the District Council grouping.
45. The representation from the Shillingstone Parish Council asked to be
linked with Child Okeford and Hanford. The Parish felt strongly that they
were much more akin with their neighbours of ij to 2 miles away than those
over the other side of the hill.
46. There was no representative present from Hammoon but Mrs. R.B. Millard,
a District Councillor (see also paragraph 30 of this report) said that
Mr. G.A. Pitt-Rivers , the District Councillor for that area, had been
present and she understood that Hammoon would prefer to stay with
Sturmlnster Newton and Hinton St. Mary.
47. Mr. E.A. Peck, Parish Councillor and Clerk of the Iwerne Courtney and
Stepleton Parish Council, said that he had written the written representation
to the Commission. The two Parishes had nothing in common with Shillingstone,
which was an industrial area. His Parish Council were in favour of the
original option to join with Child Okeford. As a second choice they were
agreeable to joining with Stourpaine. They liked the name Hill Forts
proposed by the District Council for the ward they put forward. It referred
to Harabledon Hill. He did not think the name of a ward should be taken from
its largest village.
There was no public transport service to get from
Iwerne Courtney to Shillingstone. They had no particular ties with Stourpaine
All their social association was with Iwerne Minster. Child Okeford was
knownto them. From Shroton to Child Okeford was 2 to 2$ miles by road,
although as the crow flies the distance was very small.
48. Mr. I.C. Lane, Chairman of the Shillingstone Parish Council, said that
the geographical position had been pointed out by Lt. Commander Forbes (see
paragraph 22 of this report) . They were naturally opposed to linking with
Iwerne Courtney, not because they were bad friends but because of the point
made by Commander Forbes. There was a close relationship between Child
Okeford and Shillingstone known as the three Okefords. There was a direct
link with Child Okeford. They worked together parish-councilwise and kept
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In touch with each other. The present district councillor attended most
meetings in Shillingstone and Child Okeford. They had looked at the
economics; to join with Iwerne Courtney would mean another three miles each
way for the local district councillor to attend parish council meetings:.
Shillingstone and Child Okeford consulted each other on the naming of the
District Council's proposed ward and came together in naming it The Okefords.
He did not agree with Mr. Haydn White about making progress (see paragraph 19
of this report). One ought not to break up close past relationships just
for bureaucratic statistics. They were very satisfied with the servicej given
by the local district councillor.
Mr. H.V. Moore, newly appointed Clerk of
the Child Okeford Parish Council, associated himself with everything Mr. Lane
had said.
«'
49. At this point I sought to enlicit views on a possible 2 member ward
comprising the Commission's proposed Child Okeford Ward (with or without
Manston and Hammoon) and proposed Shillingstone Ward together with Stourpaine
Parish. Mr. Guest, for the District Council, said that 2 member wards were
not thought to be workable. It would mean having two different communities
served by two councillors. One did not know where the councillors would be
elected from. Mr. Peck endorsed what Mr. Guest had said. If the two
councillors came from Shillingstone, where did that leave the outlying
parishes to get to them. Mr. Moore
repeated his support of Mr. Lane. As
a second best it was acceptable to link with Manston and Hammoon, but
Child Okeford wanted to remain with Shillingstone. Child Okeford was
linked with Shillingstone on the same telephone exchange.
50. On the question of a ward name, Mr. Peck said the Hill Forts went
across the boundary of three areas. Iwerne Courtney would prefer this name
to Shillingstone.
E.

Milborne St. Andrew and Winterborne Whitechurch Wards

51. A written representation was submitted to the Commission by the
Winterborne Whitechurch Local Council. This said that they observed that
they were the only rural ward to be represented by two councillors. This
was a concept which they totally deplored as they could see no logical
justification for it. To have two councillors from one ward would entail
them in a ward considerably larger geographically than surrounding wards
with a consequent greater time and expense involvement. They whole-heartedly
supported the recommendations put forward by the District Council in basically
maintaining the electoral arrangements as they were at present. Their reasons
for supporting this recommendation with particular reference to the present
ward comprising the parishes of Winterborne Houghton, Turnworth,
Winterborne Clenston and Winterborne Stickland were (1) all four parishes
comprised the catchment area for the Winterborne Stickland V.C. School;
(2) all four parishes shared the same village hall which was situated in
Winterborne Stickland; (3) all four parishes had the same Rector (he was
also the Rector for Winterborne Whitechurch); (4) all four parishes were
situated in the same valley; (5) there was an extremely strong social and
economic link between the four parishes. If it was absolutely necessary for
the existing ward to be increased in size then the only logical approach for
an extension was down the Winterborne Valley to include Winterborne Whitechurch.
To consider any other alternative would be totally unacceptable from a
geographical, educational, religious and social standpoint.
52. I referred to option 2 on which the Commission's proposals had been based,
pointing out%that the Milborne St. Andrew Ward could be divided into two
single-member wards if the District Council were prepared to make a warding
order for Milton Abbas Parish making a ward boundary running from the south-east
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corner of Hilton Parish to the south-west corner of Winterborne Whitechurch
Parish as shown on the option 2 map, with a view to enliciting comment on
this possibility. Mr. Guest said that the District Council, having rejected
option 2, would not want to do this* Option 2 was rejected because it would
associate Hilton with the Upper Wlntcrbornes. Further, there was no population
to ward in the northern part of Milton Abbas and to put in a different ward.
He could not say how his Council would re-act.
53. Mr. J.R.M, Tory said that he was the Councillor representing the four
Parishes of Turnworth, Winterborne Stickland, Winterborne Houghton and
Winterborne Clenston - Ward 9 of the District Council. He also represented
the views of Turnworth. They were a small community of an estimated 681
electorate in 1980 (664 at present) serving a rural area of several square miles
The ward, he said, had a low density of population per square mile, due to
the large agricultural areas involved - agriculture was the main local industry.
Natural geographic boundaries in the north, Okeford Hill, and to the west,
Bulbarrow, and the lack of rural population in the east had served to make
them a well integrated community of four villages. Their local Vicar, who
lived in Winterborne Stickland, tended the four villages, and the village
school at Winterborne Stickland served all four villages. They had a local
hall widely used and maintained by the four Parishes, which all helped to
constitute a close community, a community naturally formed by its location in
the northern end of a valley and its geographical boundaries. Afr. Tory
continued that it appeared to their local population that the change proposed
by the Commission.was merely a tidying-up operation - to equate ward with
ward in the number of electors, no matter what limiting factors there might
be. There appeared to be no valid financial or administrative reasons why they
should be joined with Ward 8 (Milton Abbas, Milborne St. Andrew, Hilton
and Anstey), and there were few, if any, social or economic links in existence.
Milborne St. Andrew was rapidly becoming a suburban area, linked with
Dorchester, a point supported by its relatively high density population, with
few links with its more northern rural neighbours. Dorchester was the local
town rather than Blandford. Even the older children attended different
secondary schools - Blandford and Puddletown. The change looked fine on paper,
and neatened up the numbers, but people did not make numbers, they formed
themselves into communities that cared for and helped one another, and that
is what they had now. In the change, Mr. Tory said, they would lose one limb,
Winterborne Clenston, for little apparent reason, and the village would no
doubt lose its identity. They could even in all probability lose a councillor
local to their problems. With its larger voting capacity Milborne St. Andrew
and its environs could gain both councillors. They would be left with a
councillor who lived up to 8 miles from an elector, who would have no local
interest in their community, and who would live in a suburban orientated area
rather than a rural one. Rural problems from areas of low density population
were best served by one known by. and one who knows the people, a member of the
community, and that could not be done over such a large area as that proposed.
Winterborne Stickland, Winterborne Houghton, Winterborne Clenston and Turnworth
were vehemently against the proposed changes. There was no parish council
for Winterborne Clenston, but the Parish Meeting had considered the matter
and endorsed the views put forward.
i
54. Mrs. C.J. Farwell, Chairman of Winterborne Stickland Local Council,
fully endorsed what Mr. Tory had said. She would like to stress the fact
that they were a close linked group of four parishes and were extremely happy
with the present arrangements. She endorsed the District Council's proposals.
They would be very sorry to lose their little brother, Winterborne Clenston.
Losing Winterborne Clenston and being linked with Milborne St. Andrew was not
only unacceptable but obnoxious. She asked me to look sympathetically at the
position and wished to leave me with three little words - small is beautiful.
The name Abbey, she said, in reply to me, would be preferable to Milborne
St. Andrew. Mrs. Cossins said that Abbey was not applicable to the Winterbornes,
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Mr. Guest said that Hilton and the Winterbornes were quite different and it
would not be appropriate to include it in the name Upper Winterborne.
55. Dr. T. Norman, Chairman of Winterborne Houghton Parish Council, said
that he strongly agreed with the previous speakers for Wihterborne Stickland.
They had great dismay at coming in with Milborne St. Andrew. Milborne St. Andrew
had a number of estates including council estates and had nothing whatever in
common with Winterborne Houghton. They were exceedingly happy with the present
arrangements and were happy to come in with any other neighbouring community
to bring the numbers up if necessary.
56. Mr. Tory said that to be a councillor representing Hilton and the
Winterbornes and Turnworth would be difficult. There were no roads linking
the two valleys.
57. Mrs. Delia Jones, District Councillor, said she was the county councillor
for the area under discussion, Milborne and the Winterbornes. She visited all
the parishes very much and was aware of the differences in communities; it was
something different in the make-up of the inhabitants of the villages.
F.

Hazelbury Bryan, Okeford Fitzpaine and Stalbridge Wards

58. Written representations were submitted to the Commission from the
Lydlinch Parish Council and the Fifahead Neville Parish Meeting
59. The representation from the Lydlinch Parish Council opposed the
Commission's proposal to move it from.a ward consisting of Stalbridge, Lydlinch
and Stourton Caundle to a ward consisting of Hazelbury Bryan, Glanvilles Wootton,
Lydlinch and Pulham. The reasons for opposition were (1) unlike the
Commission's proposal Lydlinch was in the same educational catchment area
as the other villages; (2) unlike the Commission's proposal it was in the same
Archdeaconry; (3) unlike the Commission's proposal Lydlinch had long been
associated with Stalbridge and Stourton Caundle in the old Sturminster Rural
District Council; (4) Lydlinch and Stourton Caundle looked towards Stalbridge
and Sturminster for shopping, selling, doctoring and every sort of requirement
whereas the three villages with which the Commission proposed to group
Lydlinch, although geographically in the North Dorset District, tended to look
towards Dorchester or Sherborne. This was partly due to communications and
partly to local custom , which was something the Commission could not know
and was where a Parish representation could help them; (5) By the time the
Commission's proposal would take effect the present system would have been
running for 5 years. A scattered group of villages took time to know and
"get the feel of". Assuming that anyhow one of the two councillors would be
re-elected the Commission's proposal would dissipate 5 years of acquired
experience; (6) despite the devoted efforts and hard work of members and
officers of the District Council the reorganisation of local government had .
resulted in worse and more expensive local government. The representation
concluded that to propose, armed with this kn/owledge, and in the absence
of strong reasons to counter those given above, to have yet another
reorganisation would not appear to be a very sensible thing to do.
60. The representation from the Fifehead Neville Parish Meeting said that it
was the general wish of the village to be warded with Hazelbury Bryan as at
present and it had been the unanimous opinion of the Parish Meeting at which
the matter had been raised that the Commission's proposal to ward them with
Okeford Fitzpaine should be firmly rejected. The reasons for wishing to
remain with Hazelbury Bryan were (1) they shared the same Rector and members
of both Fifehead Neville and Hazelbury Bryan regularly attended each others
Church. They held combined Parochial Church Councils with Hazelbury Bryan;
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(2) the two Parishes organised a number of joint social functions and without
fail supported each other's fund raising projects such as fetes, coffee mornings
etc.; (3) the two Parishes had what was virtually a joint club for pensioners
and the elderly organised by Fifehead Neville; (4) there was a Joint
Mothers Union and Young Wives Club which met in the village halls, Churches
and private houses of both Parishes; (5) although each Parish was ludny in
having its own village hall they were used by both Parishes as was convenient;
(6) -the primary school situated in Hazelbury Bryan was attended by all
eligible children from both Parishes; (7)) the few buses available for the two
Parishes were routed through both villages; (8) the local baker in
Hazelbury Bryan and the mobile shop from Fifehead Neville were used by both
villages.
The representation continued that from what had been said it was
hoped that the Commission would realise that Hazelbury Bryan and Fifehead Neville
were linked in virtually every important way for a rural community, whereas
they had absolutely no links with Okeford Fitzpaine. Somewhere in the
voluminous correspondence on the subject it had been stated that one of the
objects of the re-organisation was to make each ward consist of approximately
the same number of persons. Without1 intending to be offensive this reason
was considered to be typical bureaucracy and to have no validity compared
to the real.human links as detailed earlier in the representation. They
therefore requested that their very strong reasons for remaining with
Hazelbury Bryan were given fair and careful consideration by the Commission
and accepted.
61. Brigadier R.N. Harding-Newman, Chairman of the Fifehead Neville Parish
Meeting, confirmed what the District Council and Major Humphreys had said in
the morning (see paragaphs 12 to 18 of this report); Major Humphreys had
voiced the opinions and feeling of the majority of parishes especially when
he said they were very hot under the collar. In the Commission's original
letter of 31st December, 1974, paragraph 7 under the heading of "Rules"
mentioned regard being had to local ties, and went on in paragraph 8 to say
the Commission would be unable to embody in their draft proposals a draft
scheme which did not conform with these rules. They seemed to have broken
the rules, especially in the case of Fifehead Neville. In the last week,
Brigadier Harding-Newman said, he had visited every house in the Parish and
got those prepared to do so to sign a petition wishing to remain warded with
Hazelbury Bryan. He handed the petition in to me. The substantive part reads
"We, the undersigned, members of the Parish of Fifehead Neville, do not wish
to be warded with Okeford Fitzpaine, the Parish with which we have no links,
but wish to remain with Hazelbury Bryan, the Parish with which we have many
links, religious, social, educational and transport". It bears 77 signatures,
and a note attached handed in by Brigadier Harding-Newman states that 44
households were visited (the whole Parish), 5 were away on business or holiday,
77 persons signed the petition, 4 persons were against the petition and 3
would not sign. The parishes in North Dorset, Brigadier Harding-Newman
continued, were strongly and firmly in support of the District Council and
did hot feel there was any great advantage to be achieved by moving the District
around in wards. It was bureaucracy run mad. There were three other people
from Fifehead Neville present with him in support (Mr. P. Clothier, Mr. M.W. Newton
and Mrs. Margaret Bolton, who appear in the list of people present)
62. Mr. R.P. Trevor, District Councillor, said there was no representative
present from Hazelbury Bryan, but they also had the same feelings.
63. Mr. A.E.G. Blades, Chairman of Staunton Caundle Parish Council, said
that he had had with him Lt. Commander J. Salter, one of the two local District
Councillors, and he had asked him to mention that several.I Lydlinch residents
supported Lydlinch not being taken away. Stourton Caundle was the smaller
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brother of Stalbridge, and.they felt there would be a better balance If they
had another younger brother to compete for the two seats for the ward. Their
ties were closer with Stalbridge than Lydlinch but the problems were similar.
Mr. Guest said that the two District Councillors for Stalbridge had both been
there that morning and supported Col. Yeatman's words on clear strong links,
(Lt. Col. Yeatman is the Chairman of the Lydlinch Parish Council and he
wrote that Parish Council's written representation detailed in paragraph 59
of this report). In their view it was totally undesirable to separate Lydlinch
and to join it with other parishes with which it had no community of interest.
Mr. R. Thrift, Chairman of Stalbridge Parish Council, said that his Council
unanimously upheld the objection to the loss of Lydlinch. The great density of
population in Lydlinch was towards the north and they came to Stalbridge for
shopping and medical care. They supported Stourton Caundle on the big brother
argument and would not like to be big brother. There was no reason to move
Fifehead Neville into Hazelbury Bryan.
(The next paragraph is 67).
67. On the question of ward names, Fifehead Neville preferred that their
ward should be called Lydden Vale to Hazelbury Bryan, and Blackmore was quite*
acceptable to Stalbridge and Stourton Caundle.
G.

Milton, WyJce and Stour Provost Wards

68. Written representations were submitted to the Commission by the
Buckhorn Weston and Kingston Magna Parish Council and The Stours Parish
Council.
69. The representation from the Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna Parish Council
objected to the Commission's proposals as follows :- (1) Buckhorn Weston
should not be included in the Wyke Ward of the Parish of Gillingham; and
(2) they wished to remain as they were, i.e., combined Parish of Buckhorn
Weston and Kington Magna; and (3) that area 15 be known as the Bourton Ward
to include Bourton, Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna.
70. The representation from The Stours Parish Council said that the Parish
Council considered that the Commission's proposed warding totally ignored
local boundaries and affiliations due to history, or geography, and also the
wishes of the local inhabitants. The four parishes of the Stours, i.e .,
East Stour, West Stour, Stour Provost and Todber grouped under the 1972 Act ':
to form one unit in the common interest. This grouping, which was so actively
encouraged by the Government now seemed set aside by the addition of two extra
parishes, both of which had closer ties with other areas than the Stours. If
this intention was to be maintained, it seemed that four years ago was the time
for it to be stated, and not now, after four years of happy association of the
four Stours Parishes.
In this connection it was noted that the Commission
used the name "Stour Provost Ward". If grouping was to have any meaning and
the wishes of the local people were to be considered, then their wish was for
the ward to be called "the Stours". Stour Provost was only one parish of four,
and the village itself only a small part of the grouped parish of the Stours.
The representation continued that if the proposed warding was based on
numerical equality only, this would be a limit to representative equality, for
it was obviously far easier for a councillor to represent a compact urban area
than a rural community spread over several square miles and six villages and
many scattered homes, even when this was one grouped parish and did not include
two further parishes. The existing warding had enabled the District Councillor
to maintain close contact with the electors through the Parish Council and
Parish Meetings, which he regularly attended. To add two further parishes
would be to triple his work, and could only lead to a diminution of contact.
Further, the Commission's proposed warding would spread over three County
Council Wards, surely a division of responsibility that was most undesirable.
Further it would split a grouped Parish in two, one part to the proposed
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Stour Provost Ward, and the other part elsewhere, again undesirable. The
representation concluded that the Parish Council considered that the proposal
of the District Council was the fairest solution of the problem. They would be
glad to hear that on further consideration the present arrangements would not
be disturbed.
71. ; Mr. G.A. Miller, the District Councillor for Bourton and Silton and
Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna, said that all four villages were dead
against the Commission's idea. They had never been part of an urban area
such as Gillingham. The four Parishes were very rural. There was a grouped
parish council for Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna Parishes for very strong
reasons. They were very closely linked. Bourton and Silton had been as one
for years.. Until recently they had one parson. They shared pubs and virtually
everything. Possibly the Commission disapproved of two geographical islands.
The distances east and west on the Commission's proposals were as far as from
north to south respectively on the District Council's proposals. Mr. R.H. Harris,
speaking for the Chairman of Silton Parish Meeting, said Bourton and Silton
were corner, parishes. They had just got over the previous upheaval. Being
rural they liked to stay that way; they were friends with Gillingham but did
not want to be joined with them. Mr. Guest, for the District Council, said
that Milton was not so much urban as a place that had always had a relationship
with Gillingham Parish. Milton had learned to live with the people of
Gillinghara. The Wyke Ward had part of the Gillingham built-up area, and there
was hardly any rural population in the Wyke area and what there was accepted the
position.
72. Mr. W.tf. Dunster, Chairman of Bourton Parish Council, expressed sympathy
with the Commission because it seemed an obvious solution to draw a line across
the top and have perfectly good wards. What was wrong was that the wards
consisted of people. The existing ward was very much a rural district.
Representation of the area was what was important. Whoever came from the area
would represent the views of the people of the area. The outlook of a person
elected for a ward from Gillingham might be very different. The warding should
remain as it was. Mr. Harris said that from Silton they saw this as the thin
end of the wedge to becoming part of Gillingham Town.
73. Mr. P.J. Asht Chairman of The Stours Parish Council, said that he was
batting on a different wicket. There was no proposal to split in his case
but to add. They were extremely opposed to the addition and supported
:
four-square the programme of the District Council. He wished to make three
points:- (1) lack of "communidity" and complete lack of affinity; the
additions were over the hill, there was no commonality of Church organisation,
bus service or social life and there was a considerable stretch of farm land
in between. His own Council consisted of 4 parishes grouped voluntarily but
after some persuasion, At that time each parish had one representative on the
Shaftesbury Rural District Council; in 1974 the 4 were reduced to one
representative and thus representation considerably diluted. There was a
homogeneity about the Stours area which would be destroyed if Kington Magna
and Fifehead Magdalen were added; (2) the numbers of the electorate and the
size of the area. There were approximately 1,000 electors in the Stours area,
and an area of something over 6,000 acres. The proposal to add Kington Magna
and Fifehead Magdalen would considerably increase the population and the area
up to about 40%, and they in the Stours felt this must result in less effective
representation by their district councillor, who would have to cope with the
parish meetings and affairs of two additional parishes. This part of the
District had as a special feature the distance to Blandford; any representative
must spend a great deal of time travelling, and this argued not for any
enlarged area. Some sympathy should be shown for district councillors who had
to travel long distances; (3) the name. He objected to the ward being given
the name of one of the four Parishes
To summarise, Mf-r'Tls.fl'-sa'ld-th'St the
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Parish Council of 20 members were unanimous,that the status quo should be
maintained and that there should be no further upheaval or dilution.
74. The District Council's name of Bourton and District
that name in their proposals was acceptable.

for the ward of

75. Mrs. R. de Gruchy, Gillingham Town Councillor and one of Gillingham's
three District Councillors, said that the reason why there had been no
objection from Gillingham was that the Clerk had been seriously ill and
away from activity at the time the Town Council should have objected. Most
of Gillingham's case had been put by the representatives of the Parishes.
They would not welcome grouping with the Parishes, and were whole-heartedly
behind the District Council's proposals. They were arrived at after a great
deal of heartburning and discussion. To be workable they must consider the
interests of neighbouring wards, which was why,because they saw the sense of it,
they were happy to cede part to Motcombe.. They had been called an urban centre;
this was true up to a point. They were a mixed community and things
had happily worked out in the past as a mixture of rural and village, and now
town, interests.. Mr. Guest had alluded to part of the built-up area being
in the Wyke Ward. There was already considerable further development taking
place in that ward. The boundaries between Gillingham and Bourton and Silton
and Buckhorn Weston had never been crossed as far as human interests were
concerned. They also looked to the future, and sometime there would be a
Bourton bypass south of Bourton which would cut Bourton off from Gillingham,
Milton was very much a village on its own, but the present representation of
Gillingham neatly summed up Gillingham's interests. They were represented by
a farmer, a retired local builder and herself, a resident of 10 years standing.
Mr. E. Batho, Gillingham Town Councillor, endorsed what the previous speaker
had said. The boundaries proposed by the District Council were acceptable
to Gillingham. Milton and Gillingham had always been considered as one unit,
and when I went there I would travel 4 or 5 miles through country roads.
The same applied to Buckhorn Weston and the other villages. The two villages
had no connection with the town in any shape or form and it would be very
wrong to join them up with the town.
76. Mr. J. Moorhouse, Kington Magna Parish Councillor, said that as a new
boy he found things very happy where he was, and it made him wonder why anyone
should want to change it. They were very content with the two villages in the
south and two in the north. He did not think it would do anyone any good to
change.
77. At this point no one having been present to speak for Fifehead Magdalen
(dealt with under the previous Group 1 was informed at second hand that they
felt that the status quo should be maintained).
ff. Miscellaneous
78. Mrs. R.B. Millard, District Councillor and representative of the area
proposed by the District Council for their Hills and Vale Ward, stated that
the parishes were quite categorically behind the District Council's propoaals
and asked me to underline the comment that East and West Orchard and
Margaret Marsh felt too far away from Melbury Abbas and Cann where the
Commission proposed to put them.
79. At this point I referred to the possible warding of Fontmell Magna Parish
shown in options 2 and 4 which would remove the somewhat peculiar shape of the
Commission's proposed Cann Ward and the seeming agreement to it expressed in
the Fontmell Parish Council's letter of the 15th April, 1975, commenting
on the options. Mr. Guest said that the warding of Fontmell Magna was
controversial. At one time there was some agreement to warding; it was
thought that quite possibly the parish boundary might be altered; he thought
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Fontmell were saying that this head of the Parish might be in another area
for electoral and other purposes.
80. Mr. G.F. Davies, Melbury Abbas and Cann Parish Councillor, said that
he could not speak for Margaret Marsh and the Orchards but socially there
was no contact. It was hard enough now to keep in touch with the western
boundary of Cann, and, if you tacked on three completely new parishes, it
would be impossible. His Parish Council would not wish to see them in.
81. At this point the discussion reverted to the proposal made by Dr. D.H. Davies
for Blandford in the morning that three fields in Bryanston Park on the
Blandford side of the river should be included in a Blandford ward (see
paragraph 20 of this report). Mr. J.P.L. Tory said that he had since talked
to members of the Bryanston Parish Council. They thought it would be a little
ridiculous to have a ward of one parish councillor with electors in only 5 houses,
but they would concede the request of Blandford. Mr. E. Lane, Chairman of the
Bryanston Parish Council, said he thoroughly endorsed what the previous
speaker had said; the 5 houses had no interest in Bryanston.
82. Mr. Guest stated that where any wards proposed by the Commission coincided
with those proposed by the District Council the District Council would prefer
the District's proposed names to be used.
82. Mr. Guest then spoke for the District Council by way of summarising and
commenting on what had gone before. He said that one real key issue was the
breaking of local ties. As to the suggestion (which I had put by way of question
to a previous speaker) that merely putting a parish in a different ward to that
in which it now was would not prevent the social and school life going on as
it did today, Mr. Cuesosaid that approaching the problem in that way missed the
point. We were talking about proper representation and people must have a
parish councillor who would represent their interest. If a smaller parish was
tacked on to a larger parish, that parish would have no say and not be properly
represented. The feelings of local people had to be taken into account.
Bureaucracy should not prevail over local feelings. If, for example, the
people of Ashmore said they would rather stay where their vote counts, are
you going to give them better representation by compelling them to go in to
another type of ward where their vote might be swamped. In this event, the
voting percentage would go lower in a ward where there was less interest. This
was the point which had to be realised. Looking at 'it from the District Council's
point of view, if a district councillor represented a ward with community of
interest he was going to be present at inter-parish functions. If he had
tacked on a parish not part of the community he would probably hardly ever get
round. A tacked on parish might come into conflict. For example, in the
Gillingham area one could have two quite different types of opinion, with two
different attitudes and sets of problems making it difficult for the district
councillor. If he found they were disagreeing what was he to say? These
were the practical problems, not theories or fears. You could have a parish
with a smaller proportion of the vote being better represented.
83. Mr. Guest continued by referring to the statutory rules and said that one
had to get the ratio as nearly as may be the same. "As nearly as may be" were
vital words. He thought they meant as nearly as may be having regard to the
breaking of local ties. The Commission had not had regard to local ties and
their proposals could not be implemented within the rules. It was the Commission
who were out of order, not the District Council. One had to give quit* a
flexibility to "as nearly as may be" for the purpose of making sense out of the
rules. The District Council had gone no further than that. It might,seem to
the Commission that the District Council were just refusing to make any change.
But they had tried hard every option. He suggested that the differences in
the Council's figures were not much greater than the Commission's. They had
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achieved a degree of unanimity rare even in an urban area. Only Pimperne
Parish were out of step. They had had difficulty in deciding which way they
would like to go. Even they still strongly preferred the District Council's
proposals to the Commission's. They had keptto the rules and the Commission had
no grounds whatsoever for not accepting their proposals.
84.

The meeting closed round about 16.30 hrs.
5.

ACCOUNT OF INSPECTIONS MADE

85. I arrived in Blandford in the afternoon of Sunday 19th September by bus
from Salisbury. The bus route from North Dorset District's eastern boundary
was down the Salisbury - Blandford road (A354) over the crossroads at
Tarrant Hinton and then diverting via Blandford Camp, thus giving me a good
opportunity of seeing the Camp and then into Blandford.
86. With the assistance of Mr. Ian MacFarlane-Thompson, of the District
Council's Planning Department I toured the various areas the subject of
discussion at the meeting on the following day, Tuesday 21st September.
Staring from the Crown Hotel, Blandford, at 9. 30 am. I first inspected the
proposed alteration of the Pimperne Village/Blandford East ward boundary in
the vicinity of the Mi11down first at its western end by the disused railway
and then passing down Tinpot Lane and then on the footpath on the north-west
side of the Milldown playing field. {I should note here that I was already
familiar with the three fields proposed for transfer from Bryanston to Blandford
since they are just by the Crown Hotel, where I stayed). From the Milldown
area I returned through Blandford and through Langton Long Blandford towards
Tarrant Crawford, and thence north through Tarrant Keyneston and Tarrant Rushton
to and around in Tarrant Monkton and thence continuing through Tarrant Launceston
to Tarrant Hinton and Tarrant Gunville. From Tarrant Gunville I took the
westerly route to Ashmore via Stubhampton Down and Fontmell Hill. Returning
from the village pond at Ashmore I went to Fontmell Magna and thence via
Bedchester along the B3091 to Shaftesbury and in and around Shaftesbury.
I then returned along the B3091 turning right to Margaret Marsh. Retracing
my way from Margaret Marsh I then visited East Orchard and West Orchard.
I then continued down the B3091 to Manston and Hammoon and thence down the
A357 to the south end of Shillingstone. Turning back here on the A357 to the
north end of Shillingstone I then turned right to Child Okeford and through
Child Okeford to Shroton by the road on the north side of Hambledon Hill; From
Shroton I went to Iwerne Minster by the A350 and then back down the A350 and right
to Hanford, there turning back to the A350 and down past Stepleton House to
Stourpaine, having a good view of Durweston across the valley. From Stourpaine
I proceeded by the road over Pimperne Down to Pimperne and in and around
Pimperne, looking at the "estate" development, and thence from Pimperne back
to Blandford arriving at the Crown about 1 p.m.
87. I left Blandford again about 2 p.m. travelling down the A354 and turning
left to Winterborne Kingston. From Winterborne Kingston I went north through
Winterborne Whitechurch, Winterborne Clenston and Winterborne Stickland.
After seeing Winterborne Stickland I went west to Winterborne Houghton, and,
after seeing Winterborne Houghton north-west via Bulbarrow Hill and then south
to Ansty Cross and Hilton. From Hilton I went to Milton Abbas and up through
Milton Abbas village, returning down through the village and on to '•!
Milborne St. Andrew. From Milborne St. Andrew I returned direct to Ansty Cross,
and thence via Higher Ansty to Hazelbury Bryan and through Hazelbury Bryan to
Fifehead Neville and thence to Okeford Fitzpaine. From Okeford Fitzpaine I went
north to the A357 and went along this road past Sturminster Newton to Lydlinch.
and I continued along the A357 to Stalbridge. From Stalbridge I turned east
off the A357 to Fifehead Magdalen and thence across the River Stour to
Stour Provost and East Stour and West Stour and thence to Kington Magna and
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Buckhorn Weston. From Buckhorn Weeton I travelled to Glllingham to the
proposed Wyke/Gilllngham Town ward boundary and round the new development
in the Wyke Ward. From here I went north-west along the B3081 to the A303
where I turned east to come through Bourton and past SiIton and down the B3092
through Milton and on and in to Gillingham and-to Gillingham Railway Station
where I caught the 5. 37 p.m. train back to London.
6.

ASSESSMENT OF THE WEIGHT OF THE ARGUMENTS,
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
REASONS

Part I - The General Background and Principles
88. In later paragraphs of this report I set out recommendations with
reasons on the various particular cases discussed before me. But in order
that these recommendations may be better understood I think it desirable to
set out first by way of general background the statutory provisions so far
as relevant within which the Commission, and I in turn as Assistant Commissioner,
have to act. Before coming to the detailed cases, I would also wish to
express some views on general principles and I must deal also with the
request of the District Council that I should recommend the rejection of the
Commission's proposals and the adoption of those of the District Council as a
whole.
89. Sub-section (2) of section 78 of the Local Government Act, 1972, provides
that
"In considering the electoral arrangements for local government
areas for the purposes of this Part of this Act, the Secretary of
State, each of the Commissions and every district council shall
so far as is reasonably practicable comply with the rules set out
in Schedule 11 to this Act".
90.

The relevant rule in Schedule 11 reads as follows :"3(1) This paragraph applies to the consideration by the Secretary
of State or either of the Commissions of the electoral arrangements
for elections of councillors of a district or London borough.
(2) Having regard to any change in the number or distribution
of the local government electors of the district or borough likely
to take place within the period of five years immediately following
the consideration (a) the ratio of the number of local government electors
to the number of councillors to be elected shall be, as nearly
as may be, the same in every ward of the district or borough;
(b) in a district every ward of a parish or community having a
.parish or community council (whether separate or common)
shall lie wholly within a single ward of the district;
(c) in a district every parish or community which is not
divided into parish or community wards shall lie wholly within
a single ward of the district.
(3) Subject to sub-paragraph (2) above, in considering the
electoral arrangements referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above, regard
shall be had to (a) the desirability of fixing boundaries which are and will

remain

easily Identifiable; and

(b) any local ties which would be broken by the fixing of
any particular boundary".
The Avoidance of the Breaking of Ties
91. I have carefully considered the argument of Mr. Guest on the
relationship between sub-paragraphs (2)(a) and <3)(b) set out in the preceding
paragraph of this report. This was to the effect that the words "as nearly as
may be" in sub-paragraph (2)(a) were governed by sub-paragraph (3)(b), so that
what was meant was "as nearly as may be having regard to any local ties which
may be broken". I regret that I cannot accept this interpretation; it seems
to me simply not what the Act says. There is one paramount command, namely
that in sub-paragraph (2)(a) that the ratio shall be, as nearly as may be,
the same in every ward. Sub-paragraph (3) is introduced by the words "Subject
to sub-paragraph (2) above", so that the duty to have regard to local ties is,
in my opinion, clearly subordinated to the same ratio sub-paragraph. Even if
sub-paragraph (3) were not introduced by the words "Subject to sub-paragraph (2)
above", the requirement in sub-paragraph (3) is only to "have.regard" to local
ties, which simply means to consider them in conjunction with the other rules
and is not an absolute duty not to break the ties , as some speakers at the
meeting rather implied* Moreover the Act clearly contemplates that local ties
may be broken since it enables different wards of a parish to be included in
different district electoral wards. In short, I believe the Commission are
bound to observe the same ratio rule as nearly as may be, but, if they can
avoid breaking local ties while acting within this rule, then they should do so.
The words "as nearly as may be" are, I think, referable, at least in part, to
the fact that if the rules in sub-paragraph (2)(b) and (c) are observed, as
they must me, it may not be possible to attain the same ratio, as,e.g., in the
case of the Commission's proposed Charlton Marshall Ward, and even apart
from these rules it would rarely be practicable to obtain the same ratio in
every ward quite irrespective of the question of ties. But I do regard the
words as leaving some element of discretion to the Commission.
I have had
regard, in the light of my foregoing assessment of the statutory provisions
to all the ties which were put before me, and I believe that my recommendations
which follow avoid breaking most, if not all, of those ties, but in order to
achieve this and at the same time comply with the same ratio rule, the wards
which I recommend differ from those proposed by the District Council.
92. Before leaving the questioi Of ties I should mention one feature of this
district review, namely, the number of cases where parishes are grouped
together under a common parish council. If the Act permits, as it does,
different wards of one parish to be included in different district electoral
wards, then a fortiori it is proper to include different parishes grouped
under a common parish council in different district electoral wards. Nevertheless
the voluntary coming together of two or more parishes to form a common parish
council is practical and, I think, cogent evidence of ties between the
parishes, and is a form of local government reorganisation on a minor scale
which is to be encouraged. I have, therefore, given special weight to cases
where parishes are thus grouped, always subject to sub-paragraph (2)(a).
93. For the sake of completeness, I should also mention that I have borne in
mind the words "so far as is reasonably practicable" in section 78(2) of the Act.
New Associations
94. While the Commission, and consequently myself, are thus to have regard to
the breaking of ties, there is nothing whatever in Schedule 11 about not
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including different communities, or parishes, having no ties with each other
in one ward. Nor indeed does Schedule 11 refer to any other special factors
to which regard is to be had such as rural weighting, scattered population,
width of geographical area or the burden on rural councillors. The electors
are associated together in the district, the elections concerned are to the
district council, and the general aim of Parliament, I thinkjwas to give
each elector in the district the same share in representation wherever in
the district he might live. In a number of cases the objections before me
to the Commission's proposals were not so much related to breaking ties as
to the association of parishes which had not had previous ties with each other,
and which in some cases were regarded expressly or impliedly as being
different or urban. Thus Pimperne, Shillingstone and Milton St. Andrew
arftsuspect in character as being urban because they may have some"estate"
development. It is quite natural that in this particular District parishes
should feel more associated with some of their neighbours rather than others
because it is largely a district of hills and downs and river valleys where
the lines of communication run down the valleys rather than across the hills.
95. This may be an appropriate place to mention two lines of argument that are
perhaps particularly appealing, namely, that of Major Humphreys - why when we
are all happy does the Commission want to make us unhappy (see paragraph 18
of this report); and that of Mr. Guest - a parish with a smaller proportion
of the vote in a ward with other parishes of a like mind and type is better
off than if it were in a ward were it had a higher proportion of the vote
but the other parishes were of a different character (see paragraph 82).
I might mention here a third argument, which is allied, namely - why cannot
we be allowed to settle down after the upheaval of reorganisation in 1974
without further changes (see the written representation of the Lydlinch
Parish Council in paragraph 59 and that of The Stours Parish Council in
paragraph 70).
The answer must be, I think, that Parliament in the 1972 Act
have required the Commission to review the electoral arrangements for districts
as soon as practicable after the first election of councillors for the new
districts (Schedule 9 paragraph 1) and have laid down strict and limited
criteria by which the Commission are to act (Schedule 11).
It is, therefore,
inherent in the legislation that changes in electoral arrangements are likely
to take place at an early date; and the Commission have to carry out their
statutory duties. Again, rightly or wrongly and it is not for the Commission
or myself to make a Judgment on this, Parliament have laid down that the same
ratio rule should be applied as nearly as may be, and the fact that local
agreement has resulted in proposals which do not conform with the rules does
not absolve the Commission from ensuring that the intentions of Parliament
are carried out.
96* If one may examine Mr. Guest's argument a little further in terms of
practical examples, it means that a small parish should not be included in
a ward with a large parish where it might be outvoted, or a rural parish
should not be joined with a parish of urban outlook where conflicts might
arise. Extending this a little further one comes to the argument that in
rural areas 2 member wards should be avoided like the plague (see Mr. Guest
in paragraph 14, Mr. White in paragraph 19 and Mrs. Cossins in paragraph 32
of this report) because this, quite apart from the extra travelling which a
larger ward mught entail, might compound the suggested conflicts by producing
two members both from the same larger parish or from the parish with the
urban outlook. But do the facts in this very District really bear these
arguments out ? For example, the District Council's own proposals contained
two 2 member wards in rural areas, namely Blackmore and Stour Valley, both
of which would continue existing wards. In the case of Blackmore with one
large parish Stalbridge (1975 electors 1,664) and two small parishes
Lydlinch (310 electors) and Stourton Caundle (272 electors) it was evident
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from what was said at the meeting (see paragraph 63 of this report) that
the arrangements had worked well; indeed the Commission having taken
Lydlinch out of this ward there is a strong plea from it to go back in
(see paragraph 59). In the case of Stour Valley there is one large parish
Sturminster Newton (1975 electors 1,718) and three small parishes Hinton St. Mary
(133 electors), Manston (128 electors) and Hammoon (38 electors); yet the
Commission's proposal which would transfer Manston and Hammoon to a
single member ward, Child Okeford, where the principal parish has an electorate
of 774 is opposed by the District Council. Again the Commission's proposal
to transfer the Parish of Fifehead Magdalen (1975 electorate 75) from the
District Council's Marnhull Ward where the only other parish, Marnhull, has
an electorate of 1,402 to a ward, Stour Provost, where it would be a partner
with six other parishes with electorates of 258, 111, 375, 425, and 77 ,
a much more equal partner one would have thought, is also opposed. Again,
to take the example of the existing Gillingham Parish 3 member ward, this
ward contains both the town of Gillingham and some very rural areas, yet
again all I was told at the meeting (see paragraph 75 of this report)
indicated that things had worked well and that the 3 members, a farmer,
a retired builder and a lady resident were a good cross-section of the
various interests. Again Mr, Guest was concerned with conflicts which
a "mixed" ward might impose upon its councillor; but I think that any
councillor must be prepared to solve conflicting interests among his
constituents and make up his mind, while representing to the Council the
interests of both, which side he supports. The most usual example is that
of the planning application where a councillor may well be under pressure
from those who support the proposed development and those who oppose it.
97. I am, therefore, inclined to think that 2 member wards, the mixture
of large and small parishes, and the mixture of mixed interests do work,
but, of course, the change is generally disliked and it may take a little
time to settle down. If it is possible to respect any of these dislikes
and at the same time avoid breaking ties and comply with the same ratio rule
then I think the local wishes should be respected, but if providing for
any of these things is necessary or desirable for complying with the same
ratio rule without breaking ties, then I think there is every hope that
things will work out well in practice and the fears put forward about the
effects of change will not materialise. I have, therefore, borne very
much in mind the likes and dislikes expressed about particular new associations
but have not felt able in making my recommendations to meet all the wishes
expressed.
98. Finally I should make it clear that Parliament has laid down the same
ratio .rule for the formation of district electoral wards and my recommendations
are not to be regarded as creating a precedent for other purposes, e.g., the
review of parish boundaries, where quite other criteria may apply, e.g.,
for parish council boudaries where section 47 of the Act lays down the
interests of effective and convenient local government as criteria. Nor
should my recommendations have any effect on the social, religious or
educational life of a parish as some seemed to fear although Mr. Guest
accepted that this approach missed the point (see paragraph 82 of this report).
Ward Names

99. There is no doubt that the Commission's assignation to their proposed
wards of the name of the largest parish caused local consternation, and this is
quite understandable.. As 1 understand the Commission's actions, this naming was
quite innocent of any ulterior motive and was done simply as a rule of thumb
because the option 2 they had used as a basis for framing their proposals did not
contain any names.
-
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Paragraph 16 of the Commission's letter of the 31st December, 1974, to the
District Council asked the Council to suggest a name for each ward which was
representative of the area and was generally acceptable locally. I am quite
satisfied from the discussion at the meeting that the names which the District
Council put forward for their proposed wards comply with these criteria.
Consequently I recommend later in this report that where the Commission's
proposed wards are coincident with those of the District Council the
District Council's name should be adopted. Where the Commission's proposed
wards, with or without* any amendment which I recommend, are not coincident
with the District Council's proposals, I have considered whether the District
Council's name is still "representative of the area", and, where it is,
I recommend it; where it is not I have recommended my own choice of a name
representative of the area and which I hope would be acceptable locally.
The Schemes as a Whole
100. The District Council's representations both written and oral asked
for the rejection as a whole of the Commission's proposals and the adoption
as a whole of those put forward by the District Council. In my opinion the
District Council's proposals as a whole do not comply with the rules laid
down in Schedule 11 to the Act because of the considerable disparities from
the same ratio as nearly as may be rule which are evident from the italicised
portion of Part II of the Table in paragraph 6 of this report, which the
Commission's alternative proposals set out in the same Part II'show can be
avoided. I have examined in detail the cases of individual wards where the
Commission's proposals differ from those of the District Council and, in
accordance, in my opinion, with the rules in Schedule 11, have been able
to recommend amendments to-the Commission's proposals which I hope go some
way to meeting the representations made. J, there/ore, recommend that the
Commission should not reject their own proposals as a whole and adopt those
of the District Council as a whole.
Warding Orders
101. There is one aspect to which I should draw particular attention.
Paragraph 20 of the Commission's letter of the 31st December, 1974, to the
District Council stated "The Commission will be unable to make final proposals
for any district wards which follow new parish ward bouaaries until the
District Council have made the order establishing those wards". I understood
from the discussion that none of the parishes were at present divided into
wards, and both the Council's proposals and the Commission's proposals are
dependent on the establishment of the new ward boundaries proposed by the
Council, see the wards marked with an asterisk in the Table in paragraph 6.
102. The Council's letter of the 29th May, 1975, stated that the Council's
proposal to make the necessary warding order"is, of course-, conditional upon
your approval of the Council's draft proposals", and at the meeting I was
unable to obtain any assurance that the Council would make the necessary order.
It appears to me, therefore, that it will be necessary for the Commission to
go back to the District Council.with a view to making sure that they are
willing to make the necessary order to enable the Commission to make final
proposals, with or without amendments to their existing proposals in
accordance with my recommendations as the Commission think fit,. In case the
District Council should refuse to make the necessary order, I have included
a set of reserve recommendations which will meet this position, though I hope they
will prove unnecessary.
103. Since, as I have said, it appears to me that the Commission will in any event
have to go back to the Council, I have ventured to include in this report a
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recommendation involving the warding of the Parishes of Tarrant Monkton
and Tarrant Launceston, which I understand has not yet been considered by
the District Council, and on which their representatives were not prepared
to express an opinion at the meeting. If the District Council were
prepared to make a warding order here it seems to me that a result would be
produced which, from a ditrict electoral ward point of view, would be superior
to other solutions*
In case the Commission should feel it inappropriate to
put this suggestion to the District Council, or the District Council should
be unwilling to make the necessary order, I have included an alternative
recommendation which involves no warding other than that already proposed
by the District Council, with a reserve recommendation in case the District
Council should be unwilling to make an order for their proposal.
104.

I now turn to the individual cases.
Part II - The Individual Cases
A.

Charlton Marshall Ward

105. The boundaries of the Commission's proposed Charlton Marshall Ward are
the same as those of the District Council's proposed Riversdale Ward, and the
only issue raised by the written and oral representations of the Spetisbury
Parish Council is that of name. For the general reasons given in paragraph 99
of this report I am entirely satisfied that Riversdale is appropriate and
locally acceptable, indeed desired, and J recommend that the Commission
should alter the name Charlton Marshall in their draft proposals to the
name Riyersdale.
B.

Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville Wards
C. Pimperne Village Ward and Parish
D. Child Okeford and Shillingstone Wards
106. I will deal separately under the Heading Miscellaneous with the
representation of the Pimperne Parish Council about the warding of .the
Blandford Wards. Apart from this it is convenient to consider
Groups B, C and D together as they form ca~ chain of parishes stretching
from the eastern boundary of the District into the centre.
107. The corresponding wards to Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville.in the
District Council's proposals were Lower Tarrants and Cranborne Chase. The
1980 entitlements of the two latter were 1.33 and .52 (see the Table in
paragraph 6 of this report). With a view to (improving these entitlements the
Commission's proposals transferred the Parish of Tarrant Launceston from
Lower Tarrants to Cranborne Chase and the Parish of Ashmore from a ward which
included the Parish of Fontmell Magna (the District Council's proposed
Hills and Vale Ward with a 1980 entitlement of 1. 31) to Cranborne Chase,
thereby creating the Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville Wards with 1980
entitlements of 1. 10 and .81. I am satisfied that in making these transfers
the Commission have broken ties to which regard must be had.
108. First, Ashmore has ties with Fontmell Magna. Ashmore is a rather
isolated hill-top village with, I suspect, a sturdy independence, so that in
this case I doubt whether there could be said to be strong "ties";
nevertheless it is quite clear that all its associations are with Fontmell Magna
in the west and not with the Tarrants in the south. Secondly, the Commission's
proposals break the ties between the Parishes of Tarrant Monkton and
Tarrant Launceston, and these are particularly strong since the two villages
are virtually one village and the two parishes are gouped under one Parish
Council (see my comment on such groupings in paragraph 92 of this report).
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Thirdly, it would be difficult to imagine a community more closely knit
together than that in Blandford Camp which the Commission's proposals break into
two.
109. All three breaks should, I think, be avoided if a way can be found of
doing so and yet complying with the same ratio rule, which the District
Council's proposals, I think, do not. " I was invited to solve the problem
of making more equal the electorates of the District Council's two proposed
wards by disregarding the electorate in the Camp (see paragraph 31 of this
report). The figures presented to me showed a Camp electorate of 738, and,
if this were disregarded, the effect would make the Lower Tarrants electorate
650 in comparison with the Cranborne Chase electorate of 543. I do not feel
that 1 should ignore the Camp electorate in this way because (1) there is no
warrant for it in the Act, and if one is to base ward boundaries on the
percentage of people voting, one would, I think, be on a treachorous slope,
and (2) to argue that the electorate should be disregarded seems to me to
be inconsistent with the argument, which I do accept, that the ties in the
Camp should not be broken. If I did accept the argument, it would result in
not just one ward being substantially over-represented but two, and in fact
to comply with the same ratio rule would result in the District Council's two
proposed wards having to be combined in one single member ward, a result,
I suspect, unintended by those who put forward the argument.
110. It seemed to me that there were two possible methods of restoring
Ashmore to Fontmell Magna and re-uniting Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant
Launceston including the Camp and yet complying with the same ratio rule,
namely (1) by combining the District Council's two proposed wards together
into a single 2 member ward, and (2) by accepting the Lower Tarrants Ward
as proposed by the District Council but combining their proposed
Cranborne Chase Ward with their proposed Pimperne Ward, i.e., the part of
Pimperne Parish not to go into a Blandford ward; and (3) a third solution
was put forward at the meeting by speakers from Pimperne, namely, that
Blandford Camp should be joined with the District Council's proposed Pimperne
Ward. A necessary result of this third solution would be the combination
of the District Council's Lower Tarrants Ward less the Camp and their
proposed Cranborne Chase Ward into a single 1 member ward. The figures for
these three possibilities are as follows :(1) Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville Wards combined less Ashmore
(33 member council) (1975)

1,931 - 1.93

(1980)

1,931 - 1.79

(2) Tarrant Monkton Ward plus Tarrant Launceston Parish
(32 member council) (1975)

1,388

1.34

(1980)

1,388 - 1.25

Tarrant Gunville Ward less Ashmore and Tarrant Launceston but plus Pimperne
(32 member council) (1975) 1,184 1.15 (1980) 1,184 - 1.07
(3) Pimperne plus the Camp
(32 member council) (1975

1,379 - 1.34

(1980) 1,379 - 1.24

Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville Wards less the Camp and Ashmore
(32 member council) (1975) 1,193 - 1.16 (1980) 1,193 - 1.Q8
The calculations in (2) and (3) are based on a 32 member council (average
electorate 1975 - 1,032 and 1980 - 1,109) since the effect of bringing
Pimperne in here will result in a decrease in membership of one councillor,
although still one more councillor than the existing council, as will appear
from the following paragraphs.
111. The last preceeding paragraph has brought in Pimperne, by which I mean
the village and rural area excluding the part proposed to be warded by the
District Council to go in with Blandford.
In the District Council's
proposals this was consitituted a ward on its own with electorates and
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entitlements of (1975) 641 - .66 and (1980) 641 - .61 (see thftc Table in
paragraph 6 of this report). This shows a considerable departure from the
same ratio rule, and, to combat this, the Commission in their proposals
combined Pimperne with Stourpaine to form their Pimperne Village Ward. This
has met with vigorous opposition from Stourpaine (see paragraphs 37 and 41
of this report). I deal with the geographic situation of Stourpaine later
in this report; here I think it sufficient to say that all its associations,
though perhaps not very strong ties, lie to the north and that it really has
no association with Pimperne. The road from Stourpaine across Pimperne Down
to Pimperne is a perfectly good road, and indeed better than some I travelled
on in the District, and the fact that it is exposed and ices up sometimes in
winter seems to me to be no reason in itself for not joining Pimperne and
Stourpaine together, but when one comes across the Down to Pimperne one does
rather have the feeling of being in a different world. Moreover the
detachment of Stourpaine from Pimperne is a help to solving problems further
north as will appear later. I do not think joining Pimperne with Stourpaine
is the right solution.
112. I now return to the three possibilities in paragraph 108. I like least
solution (1) since this would involve joining Pimperne with Stourpaine, which
I have just said I do not think is right. Of the other two possibilities
I think the third, suggested by Pimperne, is the better from a district electoral
point of view, but it does involve the making by the District Council of a
warding order for the Parishes of Tarrant Launceston and Tarrant Monkton
which they have not so far considered (see paragraph 33 of this report). My
reasons for preferring this are (a) that I do believe there is a link between
the Camp and Pimperne as put forward by the Pimperne speakers (b) that
Pimperne and the Camp would be better partners than Pimperne and Tarrant Gunvilie .
and (c) that to put all the Tarrants less the Camp in one single member ward
would be a very natural solution; they all lie in the Tarrant valley down which
there is road communication and it would avoid breaking any ties or
associations between one village and another. Nor do I think the geographical
size would be too large, and it seems reasonable by comparison, for ^example
with the District Council's proposed Abbey and Hills and Vale Wards. If, however,
this solution (3) is not favoured, then I am satisfied that solution (2) is
the propers solution. This avoids breaking all the ties which have been so
much emphasised and in the circumstances I believe complies reasonably with
the same ratio rule. I fully appreciate that neither Tarrant Gunville nor
Pimperne wish to be linked to each other but I have dealt fairly fully with
the subject of new associations in paragraphs 94 to 98 of this report.
Pimperne it is true has an element of "estate" development but there is still
the older part of the village and the rural area outside, and, while it is
the largest parish it is not overwhelmingly so; there is a very good road link
down the A354 from Pimperne to Tarrant Hinton cross roads, turning left for
Tarrant Hinton village and Tarrant Gunville, and continuing down the A354
there is another turning left for Chettle and another for Farnham. Geographically
this would I think be a better partnership than Pimperne and Stourpaine.
I, therefore, think that the association of Pimperne and Tarrant Gunville is
a reasonable one.
113.
I am not in a position to decribe in detail the ward boundary which
would be required in Tarrant Launceston and Monkton Parishes to give effect
to solution (3), but it would in effect run from north to south dividing the
Camp from the two villages (diagrammatically from Ordnance Survey 1:10,000
map reference ST935102 at the northern boundary of Tarrant Launceston Parish
south across the Tarrant Launceston/Tarrant Monkton parish boundary to the
southern Tarrant Monkton Parish boundary at map reference ST935071). If
there is an appropriate Ministry of Defence property boundary it might be
convenient to follow it. As the making of a warding order will need
consideration by the District Council I think that the choice-of the detailed
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line is perhaps best left to them with local knowledge and a ground survey if
they are willing to make it. I have assumed from what Mr. Guest said at the
meeting that the parishes are not at present suitably warded though I do observe
that the written representations from the Parish Council refer to the "Camp Wards"
as if they were existing.

114. I accordingly recommend (1) that the Commission's Tarrant Gunville and Fontmell Magna Wards be
amended by the transfer of the Parish of Ashmore to the Fontmell
Magna Ward (giving entitlements for the Ward (32 member council) of
(1975) - 1.10 and (1980) - 1.05), and that the Fontmell Magna Ward
be namedthe Hills and Vale Ward, the name originally proposed by the
District Council for their corresponding ward; and
(2)

'

EITHER

A. (i) that the Commission's proposed Pimperne Village Ward be amended
by removing from it the Parish of Stourpaine and adding to it,
subject to the making by the District Council of the necessary
warding order, those parts of the Parishes of Tarrant Monkton
and Tarrant Launceston containing Blandford Camp, and that the
resulting ward be named Pimperne;
(ii)

that the Commission's proposed Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville
Wards less the Parish of Ashmore and less those parts of Tarrant
Monktoh and Tarrant Launceston Parishes containing Blandford Camp
be amalgamated into a single 1 member ward to be named The Tarrants;

OR
(if the Commission do not think A appropriate or the District Council
are unwilling to make the necessary warding order)

B. (i) that the Commission's proposed Pimperne Village Ward less the
Parish of Stourpaine be amalgamated with the Commission's
proposed Tarrant Gunville Ward less the Parishes of Ashmore and
Tarrant Launceston to form a single 1 member ward to be named
Cranborne Chase;
(ii)

115.

that the Commission's proposed Tarrant Monkton Ward be amended
to include the Parish of Tarrant Launceston and be named
The Lower Tarrants Ward.

I can now return to the Parish of Stourpaine and the area further north.

116.
In the District Counc/il's proposals Stourpaine was joined in a ward
with Iwerne Courtney and Iwerne Stepleton.
In the Commission's proposals
these last two Parishes were joined with Hanford and Shillingstone Parishes,
to which they and Shillingstone strongly object. In the District Council's
proposals Shillingstone is joined with Child Okeford and Hanford; in the
Commission's proposals Child Okeford is joined with Manston and Hammoon, which
two latter are, in the District Council's proposals, joined.with Sturminster Newton
and HintonSt. Mary. There has, therefore, been something of a general post
when one compares the Commission's proposals with those of the District Council.
The District Council's proposals give entitlements of (1975) - .76 and
(1980) - .74 for Stourpaine and Iwerne Courtney and Iwerne Stepleton
and 1.46 and 1.42 for Child Okeford, Hanford and Shillingstone (see the
Table in paragraph 6 of this report) showing considerable differences from
the same ratio rule, the one being substantial over-representation and the other
substantial under-representation.
117.
I think it is important to understand the geography of the situation.
Shillingstone and Child Okeford and Hanford are in the Stour Valley;
Iwerne Courtney and Iwerne Stepleton and, to a lesser extent, Stourpaine
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are in the River Iwerne valley, the two valleys being separated by
Hambledon Hill and Hod Hill, a V shaped down formation. The two rivers
and valleys Join at Stourpalne, which, being near the junction, is to a
certain extent in both valleys. The principal road system follows the valleys,
the A357 connecting Child OkeforS, Shillingstone and Durweston until
it Joins the A350 just below Stourpaine, while the A350 connects Iwerne Minster,
Iwerne Courtney, Iwerne Stepleton and Stourpaine; in addition there is a
road round the north side of Habledon Hill linking Child Okeford with
Iwerne Courtney and a road whicn runs from Child Okeford through Hanford
and the gap between Hambledon Hill and Hod Hill to Iwerne Stepleton. In fact
there is no road bridge across the river between
Qhild Okeford in the
north and Stourpaine in the south, so that it is impossible to go by road
from Iwerne Courtney and Iwerne Stepleton to Shillingstone with which they
are joined in the Commission's proposals except by going through Child
Okeford or Stourpaine, which, in the Commission's proposals, are in other wards.
I doubt whether it could be said that Stourpaine has any very strong ties
with Iwerne Courtney and Iwerne Stepleton, but what I do find is that there
is a natural geographic association whereas for the same reasons Iwerne Courtney
and Iwerne Stepleton have really no natural geographic association with
Shillingstone, the geography being such that there is no attraction between the two,
Likewise there is a natural geographic association between Shillingstone and
Child Okeford and I can well understand their working together as described
at the meeting (see paragraph^ 8 of this report), but again I do not thnk
it would be right to speak of very strong ties but more of an association;
they are both large villages with their own independence.
118. Consequently I feel that the Commission's proposals, whether or not
they actually break ties, and they probably do though not very strong ones,
do not represent the natural association of parishes in this area, while the
District Council's proposals do, but the latter depart substantially from the
same ratio rule. Is there any way of providing for a natural association
while at the same time complying with the same ratio rule ?1 think that the
only practicable way of doing this is to combine the parishes of Stourpaine,
Iwerne Courtney,and Iwerne Stepleton, Hanford, Shillingstone and Child Okeford
into a single 2 member ward. Shillingstone and Child Okeford wish to be
together; Iwerne Courtney were in favour of the original option, which the
District Council did not accept, to join with Child Okeford (see their letter
of the 8th April, 1975, to the District Council giving this as second
preference and paragraph 47 of this report) and as a second choice are willing
to Join with Stourpaine (see paragraph 47). It seems to me, therefore,
that to associate all these parishes together in one ward is quite natural.
1 am well aware that when I floated this idea at the meeting it was met with
the local opposition to 2 member wards (see paragraph 49 of this report). I have
given reasons in paragraphs 96 and 97 of this report for thinking that
2 member wards can and do work, and I believe that this particular combination
of parishes would constitute a compact area which would work well with no one
parish predominant over the rest, and the largest, Child Okeford
(electorate 744 - 804) has, so to speak, been courted from both sides of
Hambledon Hill, nemely by Iwerne Courtney and Iwerne Stepleton and by
Shillingstone. This solution would also enable the Parishes of Manston and
Hammoon to be returned to Sturminster Newton where the District Council wish
them to be (I am uncertain as to the wishes of Hammoon, for their written
representation to the Commission would seem to agree with the Commission's
proposals, but I was told, second hand, at the meeting that it was the
District Council's proposal they wanted (see paragraph 46 of this report)
as indeed their letter of comment dated the 30th April, 1975, to the District
Council says).
#In thelr written representation Stourpaine
asked to be joined with Durweston and
34 - Bryanston, but this was not pursued at the
meeting and would not be compatible with
the same ratio rule.

119.

The entitlements resulting from the foregoing proposals are
(1) My suggested 2 member ward in paragraph 118, i.e., the Commission's
proposed Shillingstone and Child Okeford Wards less Manston and
Hammoon but plus Stourpaine <1975) - 2,161 - 2.09
(1980) - 2,261 - 2.04
(The Commission's proposed Shillingstone and Child Okeford Wards
(33 member council) give .94 and .94 and .94 and .90 respectively)
(2) The Commission's proposed Sturminster Newton Ward plys Manston and
Hammoon (1975) - 2,017 - 1.95
(1980) - 2,194 - 1.98
(The Commission's proposed Sturminster Newton Ward without Maston
and Hammoon gives 1.85 and 1.89 respectively)

120.

J accordingly recommend (1) that the Commission's proposed Child Okeford WarAless the Parishes
of Manston and Hammoon and the Commission's proposed
Shillingstone Ward plus the Parish of Stourpaine be amalgamated
Co form a new 2 member ward to be named The Hill Forts Ward; and
(2) that theCommission's proposed Sturminster Newton Ward be
amended by the addition of the Parishes of Manston and Hammoon
and be named The Stour Valley Ward.
E. Milborne St. Andrew and Winterborne Whitechurch Wards

121.

The only suggestion of local ties being broken in the formation of

the Commission's proposed Milborne St. Andrew Ward concerns the relationship
of Winterborne Stickland and Winterborne Clenston. I am satisfied that the
Commission's proposal does break local ties here. Winterborne Clenston is
only a small parish of 54'. electors and it is to a considerable extent one
with Winterborne Stickland though not to quite the same extent as Tarrant
Launceston is with Tarrant Monkton. Apart from this the objection relates
to the fact that the Commission are creating a new 2 member ward to which
there is local objection on principle and to the association of parishes
which have no association. The latter objection arises from the fact that
there are here two well defined valleys, one being the Winterborne valley
and the other the valley running from Hilton down past Milton Abbas to
Milborne St. Andrew, though there is a road connection from Winterborne Stickland
across to Milton Abbas and down to Milborne St. Andrew. I did suggest that
it would be possible to divide the Commission's proposed ward into two
single member wards if the District Council were prepared to make a warding
order for the Parish of Milton Abbas to create a ward boundary as shown in
option 2fcutting off the northern tongue of Milton Abbas running up between
Hilton and Winterborne Houghton, so as to permit this part of Milton Abbas
and Hilton and Winterborne Houghton and Winterborne Stickiand/to lorm one
ward and the rest of Milton Abbas and the Parish of Milborne St. Andrew to form
the other. But this was objected to by the District Council (see paragraph 52
of this report). I also do not think this would be the right solution, first
because it would create a parish ward for Milton Abbas with hardly any electors
which would create an anomaly in parish council elections, and secondly because it
]&uld accentuate the association of non-associated parishes since there is no
direct east - west road link from Winterborne Houghton through the tongue of
Milton Abbas to Hilton. But I think that a 2 member ward with Milton Abbas
as the communications centre would be a reasonable combination with a
reasonable mix of parishes. The fear was expressed that the other parishes
might be outvoted by Milborne St. Andrew which was said rapidly to be becoming
an urban area and that both members might come from there. The fact is that
-
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Milborne St. Andrew is on the main road from Salisbury via Blandford to
Dorchester and Weymouth, and with good communications it is only natural
that it is growing faster than the more remote villages and may look both
ways, Blandford and Dorchester. But it is still a village, and when one
looks at the 1980 electorates, Milborne St. Andrew 735, and the other parishes,
419, 362, 138, 446, 43, and, if Winterborne Clenston is included, 54, it
is difficult to think that there is anything in the fear. Nor do I think
this mix will affect the social or other life of the villages any more than
their combination in a county electoral division would do. The District
Council's proposals for the area provided for two single member wards,
Upper Winterborne comprising Turnworth, Winterborne Hough ton, Winterborne Stickland
and Winterborne Clenston with entitlements of (1975) .68 and (1980) .65 and
Abbey comprising Hilton, Milton Abbas and Milborne St. Andrew with entitlements
of (1975) 1.45 and (1980) 1.42. These give a substantial degree of naVer- and
/Jtoer- representation respectively .and seem to me not to be compatible with the
same ratio rule if better ratios can be achieved without breaking local ties.
I find that the Commission's proposed ward, if amended to include
Winterborne Clenston, does achieve this, and I recommend (1) that the Commission's proposed Milborne St. Andrew Ward be
amended to include the Parish of Winterborne Clenston and be
named the Abbey Ward (the Abbey being at Miton Abbas which is
central to the Ward); and
(2) that the Commission's proposed Winterborne Whitechurch Ward be
amended by the exclusion of the Parish of Winterborne Clenston
be named the Lower Winterborne Ward.
122.

•
and

The resulting entitlements (based on a 32 member council) are as follows :The Abbey Ward

(1975) 2,071 - 2.01 (1980) 2,199 - 1.98

The.._Lower.
ttnlerborne
Ward

9M

_

>8?

Q)

.

F.: Hazelbury Bryan, Okeford Fitzpaine and Stalbridge Wards.
123, The representations ask for the transfer of the Parish of Fif 'ahead Neville
from the Commission's proposed Okeford Fitzpaine Ward to the Commission's
proposed Hazelbury Bryan Ward and for the transfer of the Parish of Lydlinch
from the Commission's proposed Hazejbury Bryan Ward to the Commission's
proposed Stalbridge Ward. The effect of these requests, if granted, would
be to restore the District Council's proposed Bulbarrow, Lydden Vale and
Blacltmore Wards. The entitlements of the Council's three proposed Wards and
those of the Commission's three proposed wards as shown in the Table in
paragraph 6 are:Bulbarrow (1975) .76

(1980) .93 Lydden Vale .93 and .87 Blackmore 2.31 and
2 . AO

Okeford Fitzpaine .84 and 1.01 Hazelbury Bryan
Stalbridge 1.93 and 1.93

1.11 and 1.03

124. There is a strong complaint .from Fifehead Neville supported by a petition
of the great majority of the electorate in the Parish that the Commission are
breaking ties by transferring it in the manner mentioned. There is also a
complaint from Lydlinch that ties with Stalbridge a?e being broken. I am
satisfied for the reasors stated in the written representation and orally
(see paragraphs 60 and 61 of this report) that strong ties would be broken
if Fifehead Neville were parted from Hazelbury Bryan. I am not persuaded that
the ties are so strong in the case of Lydlinch and Stalbridge; indeed I believe
it to be more a matter of association for geographical reasons than ties as such.
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125. A considerable part of the objection revolved on Lydlinch being
another brother for.Stourton Caundle to help counter the voting power
of Stalbridge (1980 electorates Stalbridge 1,805, Lydlinch 310,
Stourton Caundle 272). Though I can understand that the continued
association of Lydlinch might be some consolation to Stourton Caundle, there
is an overwhelming preponderance of electorate in Stalbridge, though
nevertheless the arrangement has apparently worked well.
126. To transfer Fifehead Neville to Hazelbury Bryan would give Hazelbury Bryan
(on the basis of a 32 member council) entitlements of (1975) 1.18 and (1980) 1.10.
I feel that having regard to the strong ties which would otherwise be broken,
and looking paticularly at the 1980 figure, this is an entitlement which should
be acceptable, and J accordingly recommend that the Commission's proposed
Okeford Fitzpaine and Hazelbury Bryan Wards whould be amended by the transfer
of the Parish of Fifehead Neville from the former to the latter.
127. If the recommendation in the previous paragraph is accepted, then the
transfer of Lydlinch to Stalbridge would leave Hazelbury Bryan with
entitlements of .88 and .82 and Stalbridge with 2.18 and 2.15 showing some
deterioration in the ratio of representation. As I have some doubt as to -the
existence of strong ties between Lydlinch and Stalbridge, I have had some
hesitation as to what to recommend. I feel the case is rather a border-line one.
However, in the result I do not feel that the difference between the ratios with
and without the transfer is sufficiently wide to deny to Lydlinch their
strongly expressed wish to be with Stalbridge, and J accordingly recommend
that the Commission's proposed Hazelbury Bryan and Stalbridge Wards be amended
by the transfer of the Parish of Lydlinch from the former to the latter.
128. The result of the recommendations in paragraphs 126 and 127, if adopted,
will be to make the Commission's three proposed Wards the same as the corresponding
Wards proposed by the District Council, and J recommend that the Commission's
proposed Okeford Fitzpaine Ward be named the Bulbarrow Ward, that the proposed
Hazelbury Bryan Ward be nemed Lydden Vale and that the proposed Stalbridge Ward
be named Blackmore.
G.

Milton, Wyke and Stour Provost Wards

129. If I may first deal with the objection of the Stours Parish Council to
the inclusion of the Parish of Fifehead Magdalen in the Stour Provost Ward,
this is a new association, not a question of breaking ties and the Commission have
obviously proposed the transfer to reduce the under-representation of Marnhull
Parish, with which under the District Counci's proposals it was included in
the Marnhull Ward. I have read or heard nothing to convince me that ties
between Fifehead Magdalen and Marnhull will be broken and, judging from my
inspection, Fifehead Magdalen would seem to fit in rather better, and be
a more equal partner, with the Stour villages to which it lies in close
relationship, and, in view of the substantial under-representation of the
Marnhull Ward in the Commission's proposals even without Fifehead Magdalen
(1.40 and 1.37 (33 member council)) J recommend that the Commission should not
alter their proposed Stour Provost Ward to exclude Fifehead Magdalen.
130. The inclusion of Kington Magna in the Stour Provost Ward causes me much
more concern. It is grouped with Buckhorn Weston under a common Parish Council,
and, as I have indicated earlier in paragraph 92 of this report, I regard
this as practical proof of local ties. The two villages are close together
and I should be very reluctant to part them in any district warding. To
add Buckhorn Weston to the Stour Provost Ward would increase the already
substantial under-representation of that Ward (1.32 and 1.27 (33 member
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council)). I, therefore, recommend that the Commission's proposed Stour
Provost Ward be amended by the exclusion of the Parish of Kington Magna.
This would leave the Stour Provost Ward with entitlements in my proposals
(32 member council) of 1.03 and .98.
131. This brings me to the Commission's proposed Milton and Wyke Wards.
The District Council proposed three wards here (1) Milton and (2) Wyke, being
wards of Gillingham Parish, and (3) Bourton and District, consisting of the
Parishes of Bourton and Silton on the one hand and the Parishes of
Buckhorn Weslcmand Kington Magna on the other, physically separated by the
Wyke Ward. It is the reorganisation here which has resulted in the
reduction in the number of councillors from 34 in the District Council's
proposals to 33 in the Commission's. It is not consistent with modern
thinking that there should be detached parts of local government areas.
Nevertheless if I thought there were ties between Bourton and Silton on the
one hand and Buckhorn Weston -and Kington Magna on the other and that the
same ratio rule could be kept, I would not on this account alone wish to
refrain from recommending the Commission to revert to the District Council's
proposals. But it was not really suggested to me that there were ties
between these two pairs of parishes though there almost certainly are within
each pair, and my inspection confirmed this. Moreover while in the District
Council's proposals the Bourton and District and Wyke Wards (in the case of
the latter in 1980) satisfied the same ratio rule reasonably well, there is
very substantial over-representation in the Milton Ward with entitlements
of only .48 and .54. In my opinion, therefore, the Commission were justified
in seeking a re-arrangement in this corner"of the District.
132. In my opinion the Commission's proposed Milton Ward is an excellent
combination of the villages of Bourton and Silton and a part of Gillingham Parish
which is almost wholly rural. The Commission's proposed Wyke Ward has given
me more concern. The electorate of the Gillingham Parish part of this Ward
is already, and as it grows will continue to be, part of Gillingham itself
and there is some truth in the feeling that it may have perhaps a town rather
than a village outlook. Therefore it might to some extent have a different
outlook from the village of Buckhorn Weston,and, if my previous recommendation
is accepted, the village of Kington Magna.. However, people living on the
outskirts of a town may be just as interested in the adjoining countryside and
concerned for its future as those living in villages. What I was told at the
meeting (see paragraph 75 of this report) showed me that the combination of
town and country in Gillingham Parish has worked well in the present situation,
and I think there is no reason why a combination of1 urban and rural in the
Commission's proposed Wyke Ward should not work well, and perhaps the more so
with the addition of Kington Magna which I recommend and which will help to
improve the mix. The entitlements of the Wyke Ward with the addition of
Kington Magna on the basis of my proposed 32 member council will be 1.11 and 1.33,
The 1.33 is a higher figure than I would normally wish to recommend, but in the
circumstances I consider it justifiable since it must be set against the
reduction in the Stour Provost Ward which my recommendations achieve from
1.32 and 1.27 to 1.03 and .98. I accordingly recommend (1) that the Commission should amend their proposed Stour Provost Ward
by the exclusion of the Parish of Kington Magna and that this
Ward be named The Stours Ward;
(2) that the Commission's proposed Wyke Ward be amended by the inclusion
of the Parish of Kington Magna.
133. I have given some consideration to the question of naming the Commission's
proposed Milton and Wyke Wards, with or without the amendment I recommend,
since neither the Commission's names nor the District Council's names are
in the circumstances appropriate. In the case of the Milton Ward the two
major partners, Bourton on the one hand and the Milton part of Gillingham
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on the other might have some suspicions of the other's name being used, and
indeed at the meeting Silton, the smallest partner, felt that its warding
with Gillingham might be the thin end of the wedge to being taken over by
Gillingham (see paragraph 72 of this report). In circumstances such as this it
is often best to give the area the name either of; a geographical feature or the
name of a small place within the area which can be regarded as neutral. On the
whole, as I know of no suitable geographic feature, J recommend that the
Commission's proposed Milton Ward should be named the Silton Ward. In the
case of the Commission's proposed Wyke Ward, the River Stour runs through
the Wyke part of Gillingham Parish,and J recommend that this Ward be named
Stour Northern.
H.

Miscellaneous

Pimperne and Blandford Ward Boundaries
(see naragraph 3!
134.
I have considered the request of the District Council/for
LCil/for tne amendment
of their proposed Pimperne/Blandford West ward boundary. This is designed
to return a competely rural area to Pimperne and I think is a request which
should be met. Accordingly I recommend that, subject to the District Council
making the necessary warding order for the Parish of Pimperne, the ward
boundary between the Pimperne Ward, or as the case may be,the Cranborne
Chase Ward which J recommend, or the Pimperne Village Ward 'as proposed by
the Commission, and the Blandford West Ward, instead of running north up
Shaftesbury Lane from the entrance road to Camp Down Farm should run from
this point in a south-westerly direction along Tin Pot Lane to the edge of
the scrub with a post and wire boundary fence at Ordnance Survey 1:2500
Map reference 88640779 and thence north-west following the post and wire
fence between field and scrub to a point map reference 88450792 and thence
from the intersection of fences south-west at right angles following the
post and wire fence defining the boundary between the ploughed field to the
north and the scrub and steeply rising rough pasture to the south until
it strikes the old railway boundary fence (post and wire) at map reference 88150753,
and thence along this fence south up the steep slope bounding the rough
pasture and the railway boundary to a point 150 feet on at map reference88250755, •
thence west across the railway embankment to the joint boundary of Nutford
Cottages and the old chalk pit, thence down this boundary to and across the A350
to the spiked rail fence defining the parish boundary.
135. I have also considered the request made by Dr. Davies for the Blandford
Town Council (see paragraphs 20 and 81 of this report) for the warding of
part of Bryanston Parish so as to enable this to be included in a Blandford
ward. At first, and bearing in mind the agreement of representatives of
the Bryanston Parish Council and the District Council, I was attracted to
this request, but it would produce the anomaly of very few electors electing
a Bryanston parish councillor, and I do not feel that I should be justified
in recommending the Commission to remove one anomaly by creating another. It is
really the parish boundary which requires adjustment and I have little doubt
that when the time comes this adjustment will be made and the electoral wards
will fall into place. In the circumstances I recommend the Commission not to
accede to the request of the Blandford Town Council for part of Bryanston
Parish to be included in a Blandford district electoral ward.
136. I have also considered the request of the Pimperne Parish Council
that there should be nojf two councillor wards like Blandford West and
Blandford East (see paragraphs 19, 36 and 40 of this report). I have already
expressed views on 2 member wards in general in paragraphs 96 and 97 of this
report. In the case of the Blandford East and West Wards in particular,
as the Pimjxrne representatives were unable to submit to me details of the
boundaries *Tor which they were asking or of the electorates involved and
-
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and the Town Council agree with
the District Council's proposals
as the District Council whose co-operation in the making of a parish
warding order would be necessary regarded the matter as premature/(see
paragraph 40) I am not in a position to recommend one member wards in Blandford
to the Commission, and I recommend that the Commission should not accede to
the request of the Pimperne Parish Council for one member wards in Blandford.
Cann Ward
137. I have also considered the somewhat odd shape of the Commission's
proposed Cann Ward in relation to the Parishes of Margaret Marsh and East Orchard
and West Orchard and what was said about these Parishes at the meeting (see
paragraphs 78 to 80 of this report). I have already recommended the transfer
of the Parish of Ashmore back into the Fontmell Magna Ward. To re-incorporate
the Parishes of Margaret Marsh, East Orchard and West Orchard into the
Fontmell Magna Ward would produce entitlements of 1.27 and 1.21 and reduce the
entitlement of the Cann Ward to .77 and .73 (based on a 32 member council).
The odd shape of the Cann Ward is produced by the head of Fontmell Magna
Parish which juts out into it. It seems to me that in any review of parish
boundaries an alteration might be made to remove this head from Fontmell Magna
and result in a more reasonable shape for the Cann Ward with the main line
of communication in this part of the Ward, the B3091, lying wholly within
the Ward. I am not aware of any special ties between the three Parishes i;and Fontmell
Magna, and I do not think that the Cann Ward with the three Parishes would
be excessively large compared with some of the other wards in the District.
In the circumstances I recommend that the Commission should make no
alteration to their proposed Cann Ward but that it be named the Beacon Ward.
- Ward Names
138. It remains for me to deal with the naming of wards other than those
previously dealt with. In the case of 9 out of the 11 wards set out in Part I
of the Table in paragraph 6 of this report the Commission have adopted the
names proposed by the District Council, and there is no need for me to
recommend any alteration. Of the other 2 I have already recommended in
paragraph 105 that the name Charlton Marshall be altered to Riversdale. In the
case of the remaining ward in this Part of the Table I recommend that the
name Bryanston be altered to Portman. In the case of the wards in Part II
of the Table I have dealt with the names of all except Marnhull; here the
Commission's proposed name agrees with the District Council's proposed name,
and I need recommend no alteration.
139. It may happen that the Commission will wish to adhere to one or more
of their proposed wards instead of adopting my recommendations. In this
event the question of ward names still arises. In the cases where my
recommendations alter the Commission's proposed wards I recommend that the
Commission, if they adhere to their own proposed wards, should adopt the
names shown for'" them as follows, the Commission's name being shown first
in each pair and my recommended name second :Pimperne Village - The Downs
(after Pimperne Down and Stourpaine Down); Tarrant Gunville - Cranborne Chase;
Tarrant Monkton - The Lower Tarrants; Shillingstone - Lower Stour; Child Okeford Upper Stour; Sturminster Newton - Stour Valley; Milborne St. Andrew - Abbey;
Winterborne Whitechurch - Lower Winterborne; Okeford Fitzpaine - Bulbarrow;
Hazelbury Bryan - Lydden Valley; Stalbridge - Blackmore; Stour Provost - The Stours;
Wyke - Stour Northern; Milton - Silton.
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Summary
140. To summarise, the effect of my foregoing recommendations is a 32 member
council elected from the wards shown in the following Table. Where these
wards differ in name only from the Commission's proposals, the Commission's
name is shown in italics; where they differ in make up the way in which they
differ from the Commission's corresponding wards is shown in italics. The
wards in Part I are the same as those in Part I of the Table in paragraph 6
of this report. As in the case of that Table the wards in the following Table
which are dependent on the making of warding orders by the District Council are
marked with an asterisk.
TABLE
Ward

Councillors

Part

Electorate
Entitlement
1975
1980 1975
1980

I

*Blandford East

2

2 ,089

2,164

2.02

1.95

*Blandford West

2

2,090

2,188

2.02

1.97

Portman (Bryanston)

1

1,082

1,139

1.05

1.03

Riversdale (Charlton Marshall)
\11)

1

1,016

1,125

*Gillingham Town

1

1,191

1,211

*Lodbourne

1

910

1,030

.88

.93

*Motcombe

1

995

1,049

.96 -

.94

*Shaftesbury Central

1

824

.80

.85

*Shaftesbury Christy's

1

913

1,034

.88

.93

*Shaftesbury Grosvenor

1

815

1,040

.79

.94

*Shaftesbury Underhill

1

771

.75

.74

945

823

.98

1.15

1.01
1.09

Part II
1

1,140

1,166

1.10

1.05

(Pimperne (Pimperne Village Ward 1
( less Stourpaine but plus
Blandford Camp)
+(
(
(The Tarrants (Tarrant Monkton and 1
( Tarrant Gunville Wards less
( Blandford Camp and Ashmore)

1,379

1,379

1.34

1.24

1,193

1,193

1.16

1.08

fthe Lower Tarrants (Tarrant
1
1,388
( Monkton Ward plus Tarrant
( Launceston)
*(
(Cranborne Chase ('Pimperne Village^
1,184
( and Tarrant Gunville Wards less
( Stourpaine, Ashmore and Tarrant Launceston)
~

1,388

1.34

1.25

1,184

1.15

1.07

Hills and Vale (Fontmell Magna
\gna
Ward plus Ashmore)

OR

4)

~

Hill Forts (Shillingsonte Ward
2
plus Stourpaine and the
Child Okeford Ward less Manston
and Hammoon)

2,161

2,261

2.09

2.04

Stour Valley (Sturminster Newton 2
Ward plus Manston and Haimoon)

2,017

2,194

1.95

1.98

Abbey (Milborne St. Andrew Ward
plus Winterborne Clenston)

2

2,071

2,199

2.01

1.98

Lower Winterborne (Winterborne
Whitechurch Ward less
Winterborne Clenston)

1

904

935

.87

.84

Bulbarrow (Okeford Fitzpaine
Ward less Fifehead Neville)

1

734

975

.71

.88

Lydden Vale (Hazelbury Bryan
ward plus Fifehead Neville
but less Lydlinch)

1

906

906

.88

.82

Blackraore (Stalbridge Ward plus
Lydlinch)

2

2,246

2,387

2.18

The Stours (Stoun i.Px<bvost !'./;•.';•>.
Ward less Kington Magna)

1

1,063

1,083

1.03

*6tour Northern (Wyke Ward plus
Kington Magna)

1

1,159

1,479

1.12

1.33

1,005

1,140

.97

1.03

1,402

1,473

1.36

1.33

*Silton (Milton Ward)
Marnhull (Marnhull Ward - no
change)
The Beacon (Cann Ward)

963

983

.93

2.15

.98

.89

141. I feel that the entitlements shown compare reasonably on the whole with
those in the Commission's proposals and the wards recommended avoid breaking
most, if not all, of the ties which were put before me. If I may comment on
the entitlements which show the greatest divergence from 1, the Shaftesbury
Underbill Ward is the same ward as proposed by the Commission; the Pimperne
and Lower Tarrants Wards are designed to avoid breaking perhaps the strongest
ties which I had to consider and in the circumstances I believe, particularly
looking at the perhaps more important 1980 figures, to be justified; the
Stour Northern figure is, as I have explained in paragraph 132 of this report,
justifiable in the circumstances as it must be set against the reduction
achieved in the Commission's proposed Stour Provost Ward from 1.32 and 1.27
to 1.03 and .98; and Marnhull is a complete parish and the same as the ward
proposed by the Commission.
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.Reserve Recommendations
142. I must now deal with the situation which would arise if the District
Council were unwilling to make warding orders in accordance with the
proposals which they submitted to the Commission, as amended by their
proposal which I recommend in paragraph 134 of this report (see paragraphs
102 and 103 of this report). As the recommendations which I make for meeting
this eventuality would result in a 33 member council the entitlements
mentioned in the following paragraphs are based on a 33 member council. In
this event the entitlements of wards not affected by the non-warding would
also be proportionately affected, but this would not affect my recommendations
for those wards.
143. Taking first the Parish of Gillingham, if no warding order were made
the Parish would need to constitute an electoral ward on its own with
electorates of 3,615 (1975) and 4,820 (1980) giving entitlements of 3.61
and 4.48. I am aware that it is the view of the Commission that only in .the
most exceptional circumstances should it be necessary for the number of
councillors for a ward to exceed one, two or three (see paragraph 31 of the
Commission's Report No. 6 HMSO), but in these circumstances I believe there
is really no option but to provide for four councillors to be elected.
A second effect will be to render it necessary to constitute the Parishes of
Bourton and Silton and Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna into a ward, in fact
the District Council's proposed Bourton and District Ward. The electorates
and entitlements of this Ward would be 1,036 (1975) and 1,092 (1980) and 1.03
and 1.01. A third effect would be to reduce the electorate of the proposed
Motcombe Ward , and the electorates of the Parish of Motcombe (assuming that
no part of it was warded at the Shaftesbury end as proposed) would be 689 (1975)
and 710 (1980) giving entitlements of .69 and .66.
144. To take next the Parish of Shaftesbury, if there were no warding here,
again the whole Parish would need to become a ward with electorates of 3,243 (1975)
and 3,900 (1980) giving entitlements of 3.24 and 3.62. Both the District Council's
proposals and those of the Commission provide 4 members for Shaftesbury in four
single member wards. But it does not seem to me that these figures would
necessarily Justify a single ward of 4 members. The figures which I have
mentioned for the Parish of Motcombe are also low, and I think that, if there
were no warding order, the proper course would be to combine Shaftesbury and
Motcombe into a single ward with electorates of 3,932 (1975) and 4,610 (1980)
and entitlements of 3.93 and 4.28. Motcombe is at present a ward on its own, so
that I do not think that associating it with Shaftesbury would be breaking ties.
1 would not ordinarily wish to recommend the merging of a rural parish with a
whole town but the circumstances here can be regarded as most exceptional
justifying this and a 4 member ward.
145. The non-warding of the Parish of Blandford Forum would produce a single
district electoral ward with electorates of 2,926 (1975) and 3,000 (1980)
giving entitlements of 2.92 and 2.79. This should result, I think, in
a 3 member ward.
146. The electorates'of the unwarded Parish of Pimperne would be 1,688 (1975)
and 1,865 (1980) giving entitlements of 1.69 and 1.73. A non-warding of
Pimperne necessitates a review of the recommendations which I have made in
relation to the Commission's proposed Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunvilie Wards,
which are also affected by a possible non-warding of the Parish of Langton Long
Blandford which would increase the electorates of .the Commission's proposed
Tarrant Monkton Ward by 208 (1975) and 249 (1980). I think that the way to deal
with this situation , in order to avoid breaking the strong ties I have
referred to earlier in the Tarrants area (see paragraph 108 of this report)
would be to combine the Parishes of Pimperne and Langton Long Blandford into a
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single 2 member ward. At least two-thirds of the electorate of each Parish
were proposed to be warded as Blandford electors, so that it seems reasonable
to combine these two Parishes together under, 1 suggest, the name of
Blandford Without, so as to produce a ward with electorates of 1,988 (1975)
and 2,206 (1980) giving entitlements of 1.99 and 2.05. This would then
enable the Commission's proposed Tarrant MOnkton and Tarrant Gunville Wards
less the electorate of Langton Long Blandford not proposed to be warded to
go into a Blandford ward and less the Parish of Ashmore to be joined in a
single 2 member ward, under the name of The Tarrants, with electorates of
1,839 (1975) and 1,839 (1980) giving entitlements of 1.84 and 1.71. The last
figure is on the low side, but I consider it in all the circumstances to be
justified as it avoids breaking the ties referred to, and, being a 2 member
ward, the divergence is not so great in percentage terms as if it was a
single member ward.

147. Accordingly I recommend that, if the District Council should be
unwilling to make the warding orders which they have proposed to the
Commission, as amended by their proposal which I recommend in.paragraph 134
of this report, the Commission should substitute the following wards for those
mentioned below appearing in the Table ln^l55 or this report, the members to
be elected making in total a 33 member council :Gillingham (consisting of the Parish of Gillingham)

- 4 councillors

Bourton and District (consisting of the Parishes of
Bourton, Silton, Buckhorn Weston and Kington Magna)

- 1 councillor

(These two wards will supersede the Gillingham Town, Lodbournef Silton
and Stour Northern Wards in the paragraph 140 Table)
Shaftesbury (comprising the Parishes of Shaftesbury and
Motcombe

- 4 councillors

(This ward will supersede the four Shaftesbury wards and the Motcombe
Ward in the paragraph 140 Table)
Blandford (consisting of the Parish of Blandford Forum

- 3 councillors

Blandford without (comprising the Parishes of Pimperne
and Langton Long Blandford)

- 2 councillors

The Tarrants (comprising the Commission's proposed
Tarrant Monkton and Tarrant Gunville wards less the part
of the Parish of Langton Long Blandford proposed to be
warded for inclusion in a Blandford ward and less the
Parish of Ashmore)

- 2 councillors

(These three wards will supersede the Blandford East and West Wards and
the wards named Pimperne and The Tarrants or The Lower Tarrants and
Cranborne Chase in the paragraph 140 Table).
7.

CONCLUSION

148.
In the result I have recommended a number of amendments to the
Commission's proposals to avoid the breaking of ties and also by and large
the restoration of the ward names proposed locally, but I realise that my
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recommendations do not go to the full length of meeting all the
representations made. I do not believe it would have been in accordance
with Parliament's intentions to have done so. I have only come to these
conclusions after very careful consideration and have endeavoured to set
out fairly fully the reasons which have led me to them. While some of
those who made representations or attended the meeting may be disappointed,
I hope that they may appreciate the reasons. I would like to express my
thanks to all those who attended the meeting for the kindness and courtesy
they showed me and the help they gave me towards understanding fully the
local feelings.

ctober, 1976

(R.N.D. HAMILTON)

Schedule 2
DISTRICT OP NORTH DORSET:

NAMES OP PROPOSED WARDS AND NUMBERS OP COUNCILLORS

NAME OF VSTARD

NO. OP COUNCILLORS

Abbey.

2

Blackmore

2

Blandford East

2

Blandford West

2

Bourton and District

.

•

1

flulbarrow
Cranborne Chase

1
1

Gillingham Town

1

Hill Forts

2

Hills and Vale

1

Lodbourne
Lower Winterborne

1
1

Lydden Vale
Marnhull.

1
1

Milton
Motcombe
Portman

1
1
1

Riversdale
Shaftesbury Central
Shaftesbury Christy's
Shaftenbury Grosvenor

•
.

1
1
' 1
.1

Shaftesbury Underhill

1

Stour Valley

2

Tlje Beacon

1

The Stoura

1

The Lower Tarrants

1

Wyke

'

1

SCHEDULE 3

NORTH DORSET DISTRICT - DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WARD BOUNDARIES

ABBEY WARD
The parishes of Hilton
Milton Abbas
Milborne St Andrew
Turnworth
Winterborne Clenston
Winterborne Houghton
Winterborne Stickland

THE BEACON WARD
The parishes of Cann'
Compton Abbas
East Orchard
Margaret Marsh
Melbury Abbas
West Orchard

BLACKMORE WARD
The parishes of Lydlinch
Stalbridge
Stourton Caundle

BLANDFORD EAST WARD
The Blandford East Ward of the parish of Blandford Forum.
The Larksmead Ward of the parish of Pimperne.
The Downside Ward of the parish of Langton Long Blandford.

BLANDFORD WEST WARD
The Blandford West Ward of the parish of Blandford Forum,
The Damory Ward of the parish of Pimperne.
The Stour Ward-of the parish of Langton Long Blandford.

BOURTON AND DISTRICT WARD
The parishes of Bourton
Buckhorn Weston
Kington Magna
Silton

BULBARROW WARD
The parishes of Ibberton
Mappowder
Okeford Fitzpaine
Stoke Wake
Woolland

CRANBORNE CHASE WARD
The Pimperne Village Ward of the parish of Pimperne
and the parishes of Chettle
Farnham
Tarrant Gunville
Tarrant Hinton

GILLINGHAM TOWN WARD
The Town Ward of the parish of Gillingham.

HILL FORTS WARD
The parinhe:;; of drill 1 Okoford
ilunford
Iwerne Courtney or Shroton
Iwerne Stepleton
Shillingstone
Stourpaine

HILLS AND VALE WARD
The parishes of Ashmore
Fohtmell Magna
Iwerne Minster
Sutton Waldron

LODBOURNE WARD
The Lodbourne Ward of the parish of Gillingham,

LOWER WINTERBORNE WARD
The parishes of. Anderson
Winterborne Kingston
Winterborne Whitechurch
Winterborne Zelston

LYDDEN VALE WARD

The parishes of Fifehead Neville •
Glanvilles Wootton
Hazelbury Bryan
Pulham

MARNHULL WARD
The parish of Marnhull

MILTON WARD
Tho M.i.il;on W,-jrd of the parish of (li.l'J.in^hrirri

MOTCOMBE WARD
The Ham Ward of the parish of Gillingham
and the Motcombe Village Ward of the parish of Motcombe.

PORTMAN WARD
The parishes of Bryanston
Blandford St Mary

Durweston

RIVERSDALE WARD
The parishes of Charlton Marshall
Spetisbury

SHAFTESBURY CENTRAL WARD •
The Town Ward of the parish of Shaftesbury.

SHAFTESBURY CHRISTY'S WARD'
The Christy's Ward of the parish of Shaftesbury.

SHAFTESBURY GROSVENOR WARD
The Grosvenor Ward of the parish of Shaftesbury

and the Littledown Ward of the parish of Motcombe.

SHAFTESBURY UNDERBILL WARD
The Underbill Ward of the parish of Shaftesbury.

STOUK VAL.UIY WARD

The parishes of Hammoon
Hinton St Mary

Sturminster Newton

THE STOURS WARD
The parishes of East Stour

Fifehead Magdalen
Stour Provost

•.

Todber

West Stour

THE LOWER TARRANTS
The Langton Long Ward of the parish of Langton Long Blandford
and the parishes of Tarrant Crawford
Tarrant Keyneston
Tarrant Launceston
Tarrant Monkton
Tarrant Rawston
Tarrant Rushton

WYKE WARD
The Wyke Ward of the parish of Gillingham.
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